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The behavior of hybrid subassemblages consisting of low car-
bon beams rigidly connected to low alloy columns is discussed. For
both the braced and unbraced subassemblages, the behavior can be
The effect of rotary straightening on the material properties
is illustrated. It is concluded that more research is necessary before
this influence can be fully evaluated.
The present state of knowledge relating to the plastic design
of beams and beam columns is summarized. Where practicable design
rules are presented and their limitations outlined.
The various situations under which flange or web local buck-
ling can occur are outlined. Previous web buckling solutions are dis-
cussed and a test program to investigate web buckling under bending
and axial load is presented.
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ABSTRACT
The stress-strain relationship is discussed and the effect
of changes in this relationship on the progress of moment redistribu-
tion is shown. It is concluded that for materials possessing a signi-
ficant strain hardening modulus moment redistribution will be success-
ful in a statical~y indeterminate structure.
This dissertation attempts to summarize the present state of
knowledge relating to the plastic design of structures fabricated from
high strength low alloy steels having yield stress levels up to 50 ksi.
The areas in need of additional research are outlined.
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predicted by theories previously tested on low-carbon steel subassem-
blages. For the unbraced subassemblage, a method is presented for in-
cluding the strengthening influence of strain hardening in the predic-
tion of the response. It is concluded that the prediction of the be-
havior of hybrid subassemblages or subassemblages of low alloy steel
members presents no unusual difficulties.
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This dissertation will examine the material characteristics
search is necessary.
of low carbon and low alloy steels, determine which of these charac-
teristics significantly affect moment redistribution and how changes
in specific characteristics will influence member and frame behavior.
The dissertation will summarize the present state of knowledge relat-
ing to the plastic design of high strength steel members and frames
and finally will attempt to delineate the regions in which more re-
The purpose of this investigation is to investigate the be-
havior of low alloy steel members and to obtain sufficient information
to extend plastic design procedures to include these steels. The major
portion of the previous research on plastic design has been restricted
almost entirely to low carbon structural stee1s~1)Much of this work
can be applied with very little change to low alloy steels provided
that the properties of the two types of steels are similar. On the
other hand, there are problems encountered in plastic design which
have been solved in an empirical or semi-empirical manner for the low
carbon steels. Before these solutions can be applied to low alloy
steels, they must be re-examined, and confirming test results provided
where necessary.
-3
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE
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1.2 ASSUMPTIONS IN THE ANALYSIS
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In order to base the selection of structural members on a plas-
tic analysis, this analysis must not only give a reasonable indication
of the maximum strength of the structure, but in addition, the maximum
strength must be indicative of the limit of usefulness of the structure~2,3)
The use of the maximum plastic strength as a design criterion
implies that independent checks have been made to ensure that factors
such as brittle fracture, fatigue, working load deflection, deflection
instability and alternating plasticity will not be critical.
It will be assumed that all loads are gradually applied so
that dynamic effects may be neglected. It has been usual in plastic de-
sign to aSSume that the loads are applied proportionally~3) However,
in some cases it is more realistic to load the structure (either theore-
tically or experimentally) in a manner that is not proportional. When
this is done, allowance is made to account for the strain history of the
material.
Additional assumptions usual in simple plastic theory are
~
missing from those listed above. These are: (1) the axial load in the
column does not reduce the moment capacity of the member; (2) equili-
brium may be formulated on the undeformed structure; (3) local or
lateral instability do not reduce the strength of the member before
the maximum load has been attained. These conditions will be considered
in the sections that follow.
I
I
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1.3 THE ANALYSIS OF PLANE FRAMES
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In attempting to assess the load deformation behavior of plane
frames several concepts are relevant. Figure 1.1, which contains a
plot of load versus deflection for the simple frame shown in the inset
illustrates these concepts. (4) The frame is subjected to proportional
loading and the effect of the axial force in the beam is neglected. For
low values of W, before the stress reaches the yield point, the load
deformation relationship may be obtained by conventional elastic analy-
sis procedures (first order elastic curve). If the reduction in stiff-
ness due to axial load is considered and equilibrium formulated on the
deformed structure, a modified elastic curve is obtained. (5) This type
of analysis is usually called second-ord~r because it accounts for the
above factors, which are normally considered to be of secondary impor-
tance. Under conditions of high axial load on relatively slender
structures these "secondary" factors have a dominant influence on the
structural behavior. The second order elastic curve is asymptotic to
the value of W which represents the elastic buckling load of the
frame. (6,7)
If the material were perfectly elastic, the true load-deforma-
tion relationship would be that given by the second order elastic
curve. However, as the structure deforms, the applied strains are
superimposed on the residual strains and at a load, W , the strainsy
in some portions of the frame reach the yield strain. As the struc-
ture continues to deform, the yielded zone penetrates into the cross
section of the member thus forming a plastic hinge.
I
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An analysis can be performed which accounts for this gradual
progression of yielding. (8,9) Such an analysis is tedious, and it has
only been performed for very simple structures. The load deflection
I
I
curve resulting from this "exact analysis" is shown in Fig. 1.1 as the
dashed curve.
For these simple structures a very close approximation to
termed elastic-plastic. Because equilibrium is formulated on the de-
the true behavior has been obtained by assuming the plastic hinges toI
I
. (10)be concentrated at the peak moment po~nts. This analysis is
I formed structure, it is more completely termed a second order elastic-plastic analysis. The load-deformation curve is shown in Fig. 1.1.
I
I
The load at which each plastic hinge forms is marked with a solid
circle. When sufficient hinges have formed so that the structure
deforms as a mechanism, the response merges into that resulting from
I
a rigid plastic analysis. This rigid plastic analysis assumes that
no movement takes place until after the formation of a mechanism. The
I
I
equilibrium equations which describe the response of the structure are
identical once a mechanism has formed in both cases.
In the analyses described above, the effect of strain harden-
as the curve above that representing the rigid plastic response.
This is shown in Fig. 1.1
ing has been neglected. Experiments have shown that this effect in-
the strength of a simple frame. (11)creases
I
I
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1.4 HIGH STRENGTH STEEL
From a strength consideration the most economical material is
I
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that which has the lowest ratio of unit price to design stress. (12)
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Recent figures show that the low alloy steels have indeed a lower
I
I
. h' (13)pr~ce-to-strengt rat~o.
which may not always be true.
These figures equate weight to economy,
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The above reasoning must be tempered by consideration of the
stability and deflection influences. These are basically functions
of the stiffness of the member. In a given design situation the use
of higher strength steel will lead to a lighter and more slender mem-
ber. This increase in material strength is not accompanied by an in-
crease in the Modulus of Elasticity. (14) Thus the smaller, more slen-
der member, must of necessity, be less stiff than its lower strength
counterpart. This in turn means that in cases where stability con-
siderations are significant the higher strength member may be penalized
to such a degree that its apparent lower cost, based on the price-
strength ratio, becomes higher than that of the equivalent low strength
member. A similar situation exists where deflections must be held
below. certain specified limits.
Thus,as a general rule, high strength steels will be econom-
ical where strength rather than stiffness considerations are of major
consequence.
In structures designed according to elastic design procedures,
higher strength steels have found application in the highly stressed
portions of the bridge trusses, as columns in building frames where
deflection is not a problem and as bending members where lateral in-
stability is prevented by suitable bracing.
1.5 SUMMARY
Chapter 4 reviews the present state of knowledge relating to
the plastic design of members. The behavior of beams under uniform
moment and moment gradient is discussed as well as that of beam columns.
At the present time the most suitable application of low alloy
steel members in plastically designed structures appears to be as beam
columns in braced frames, where a stoc~member is used and drift is
prevented by suitable bracing. In slender structures where bracing
must be provided as a part of the structural system, high strength
members may lose their appeal.
As an initial step the process of moment redistribution will
be reviewed and the requirements that this process imposes on the
material stress-strain curve will be outlined. The significant fea-
tures of various stress-strain relationships will be examined and recom-
mendations made in Chapter 2 for those materials that would be suitable
for plastic design procedures.
-8
Chapter 3 will discuss the behavior of the plate elements of
the cross section. The various strain conditions to which these plates
may be subjected are reviewed and solutions which have been advanced
are discussed. The results of tests conducted to study the plate buck-
ling problem are presented. Finally, test programs are proposed to
investigate the problem of web buckling. These tests will relate the
web buckling strength directly to the rotation capacity of the member.
297.19
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In all cases the limitations of the solutions are outlined and areas
are pointed out in which additional research is required.
In Chapter 5 the behavior of hybrid subassemblages is dis-
cussed. These subassemblages consist of low alloy steel columns
rigidly connected to low carbon steel beams and designed to simulate
both braced and unbraced frames. The methods of analysis are dis-
cussed and a process for including the influence of strain hardening
in the response of unbraced frames is presented.
In this dissertation the significance of the shape of the
stress-strain relationship in plastic design is presented for the first
time. The relative importance of failure by fracture versus failure
due to local and lateral instability is investigated. The influence
of the rotarizing process on the effective material properties is
illustrated. The method of relating the geometry of the flange plate
to the rotation capacity requirement is original; as is the testing
program which is designed to investigate the influence of web slender-
ness on rotation capacity of beam columns. The inclusion of the strain
hardening influence on the structural response is approached from a
different viewpoint. However, the importance of the work lies not
only in the number of solutions to detailed problems but in the collec-
tion and evaluation of a large amount of information into a form suit-
able for design use. Where this is not possible, the additional inves-
tigations necessary are clearly indicated.
I
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2. HIGH STRENGTH STEEL THE MATERIAL
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The purpose of the following chapter is to show how the
stress-strain relationship of the material influences the ability of
the structure to redistribute bending moments in the inelastic range.
The influence of the strain-hardening portion of the relationship is
examined in particular detail and its effect documented by experimen-
tal evidence. In the latter portion of the chapter the influence of
the straightening process on the measured values of the material
properties is discussed and the metallurgical factors which influence
the stress-strain relationship are delineated.
2.1 THE MOMENT REDISTRIBUTION PROCESS
The backbone of the limit design procedure is the process
of moment redistribution. (3) By this process an indeterminate struc-
ture continues to accept increasing load even after the full plastic
moment has been reached at one or more sections.
Consider the simple example shown in Fig. 2.l(a). The beam
is a propped cantilever of length, L, loaded with a central concen-
trated load, P. The beam has a moment of inertia,I, and a plastic
modulus, Z. The material from which the beam is constructed has a
modulus of elasticity, E, a yield point, cr , and the stress-strainy
(cr - e) relationship of the material is assumed to be that shown
I
I
I
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in Fig. 2.2.
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For simplicity it will be assumed that the beam cross section
has a shape factor of unity -- that is, the cross section is composed
of two infinitely thin flanges separated by the depth of the beam, d.
Under this assumption all elements of the cross section are subjected
to the same bending strain, thus all elements are assumed to yield
when the strain reaches the yield strain, e (e = cr IE). Thus they y y
moment-curvature (M~0) relationship is that shown in Fig. 2.3. In
this.figure, M , is the full plastic moment (M = cr Z) and 0is thep y p
curvature corresponding to M , assuming the material to be ideallyp
elastic (0 = M lEI).
P P
The implications of these assumptions are illustrated with
reference-to Fig. 2.1. For low values of the load P the bending mo-
ment distribution is elastic and is shown in Fig. 2.l(b). As the
load is increased the support moment reaches the full plastic value
of M. In accordance with the moment-curvature relationship of Fig.p
2.3, under further load increase the curvature at the support can
now increase indefinitely while the moment remains constant at M .
P
It is this action which has given.rise to the term plastic hinge.
The structure to be analyzed for an additional load incre-
ment is the simple beam shown in Fig. 2.l(c). The load can be in-
creased until the central moment reaches M. The change in thep
bending moment diagram is shown in Fig. 2.l(d) and the total bend-
ing moment diagram in Fig. 2.l(e). The mechanism is shown in Fig.
2.l(f).
I
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The load-deformation curve for the structure is shown in Fig.
The load is given non-dimensionally as PIP , where P is thep p
load predicted by simple plastic theory (P = 6M IL) and the center-p p
2.4.
I
I
line deflection, v, has been nondimensionalized as
I
I
v
d
1 1
I
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The introduction of real hinges at plastic hinge locations
simply substitutes discrete reductions in stiffness for the gradual
deterioration that occurs during the yielding of an actual structure.
I
I
I
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This approach provides an excellent indication of the overall behavior
of the structure as well as resulting in a convenient means of analy-
SolS at maxolmum load. (15,16) H 't t 'd' f t'~ ~ owever, ~ canno prov~ e ~n orma ~on
on the local behavior in the regions near plastic hinges.
The situation in the hinge areas can be studied by means of
an analysis which considers the detailed curvature distribution along
I
the length of the member and which enforces geometrical compatibility
at the load point and the fixed support. Such an analysis has been
I
I
performed for the structure shown in Fig. 2.l(a). In order to perform
the analysis the curvature which corresponds to a given moment must
be finite. The bilinear stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 2.5 was
I
used as the basis of the analysis. In this figure Est represents
the strain-hardening modulus. Assuming that the cross section has a
I shape factor of unity, the moment-curvature relationship is shown inFig. 2.6.
I
I
I
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For the elastic-plastic material, E is zero. This would
st
render any analysis based on compatibility conditions impossible
since the curvature corresponding to Mis indefinite. To illustratep
I
I
I
the behavior which would result if the material were elastic-plastic
a compatibility analysis was performed using two low values of Est;
15 ksi and 0.3 ksi. For a given load on the structure a bending mo-
ment distribution is assumed which satisfies the equilibriumcondi-
tions. The corresponding curvature distribution is computed and ad-
I
justed to satisfy the compatibility conditions. The process is illus-
trated in more detail in a succeeding section.
yield strain at Pp ' If the lower.value of Est is used (0.3) the
strains at the same loads are 90 and 480 times the yield strain.
The load causing the moment at the support to reach Mp is
0.89P. At loads above this value the strains at the fixed supportp
1.5 the maximum strain atFor example, if E
st
the support is 35 times the yield strain at 0.92P and 120 times thep
increase rapidly.
I
I
I
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I The presence of large strains in the material may be harmful
I
in two ways. For materials having low fracture strains, the large
applied strains wo~ld cause rupture. For structural steels the frac-
ture strain is approximately 200 e , and fracture has never been ob-yI d (1,3,16,17)serve. However, Hrennikoff· has made much of this
I
I
possibility and has even suggested that steels possessing low values
of Est not be used for plastically designed structures because of the
danger of fracture before complete moment redistribution. (18)
I The most important consequence is the danger of premature
I
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local buckling. The large applied strains coupled with a low strain-
hardening modulus could precipitate early local buckling. This will be
discussed further in later sections.
I
I
2.2 THE INFLUENCE OF STRAIN-HARDENING
The situation discussed in the previous section is to some extent
strain,
I
I
I
I
I
I
:.1
I
I
.1
artificial. Many indeterminate structures have been tested under con-
trolled conditions, and have reached and even exceeded the loads pre-
dicted by simple plastic theory. (16,17,19)
The answer lies in the fact that the low carbon steels have a
stress-strain diagram which is not elastic-perfectly plastic (Fig. 2.2).
The initial portion of the stress-strain diagram for A36 steel is shown
idealized in Fig. 3.7. The important feature to be noted is that the
strains do not increase indefinitely when the material is stressed to
the yield point. At this stress there is a strain jump from the yield
€ , to the strain at the initiation of strain-hardening, € •Y st
To strain the material beyond est the stress must necessarily be in-
creased.
Again assuming a shape factor of unity and the absence of resi-
dual stress, the M-0 relationship corresponding to the stress-strain
curve of Fig. 2.7 is shown in Fig. 2.8. Using this relationship it is
profitable to re-examine the behavior of the beam shown in Fig. 2.l(a).
I
I
I
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The beam is the propped cantilever which is redrawn as Fig.
-15
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2.9(a) for convenience. For small values of P the behavior is e1as-
tic and the curvatures along the length of the beam are shown in Fig.
2.9(b). If the load is now increased on the beam the elastic portions
offer the resistance characterized by the initial slope of the M-0
diagram. The area adjacent to the support section however is at 0p '
thus before it can offer any additional resistance the curvature at
this location must jump to the curvature at the initiation of strain-
€
h d · rl. -- _st rl. d h' 1 h . h d .ar en~ng, ~ ~ an t en ~ncrease a ong t e stra~n- ar en~ng
st € p'y
path. The resistance of this section is much less than that of the
elastic sections. The curvature distribution along the length of the
member at this stage is shown in Fig. 2.9(c).
As the load is increased the yielded zone spreads along the
length of the member. When the curvature at the load point reaches
o the plastic moment va1ue.has been reached at two locations. Sincep
the moment at the support is greater than M , the load exceeds P •
P P
If the load is increased, the curvature distribution takes the
form shown in Fig. 2.9(d). Two yielded zones are now present and will
spread along the member.
The load-deformation relationship for this structure, assuming
the material properties of Fig. 2.7,. is shown in Fig. 2.10. This re1a-
tionship is obtained by formulating the equilibrium and compatibility
conditions for the structure and linking them with the idealized M-0
relationship. The method is discussed in Ref. 10. The significant
factors shown by this figure are (1) that the simple plastic theory
I
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underestimates by a small amount the load at which deflections tend to
increase rapidly and (2) when the moments at all hinge locations are
equal to or greater than M the load will increase with continued defor-p
mation, above P. In contrast to the elastic-plastic material, thep
strains are relatively low due to the presence of strain-hardening. At
the fixed support the maximum strain is 12.0 e at 0.92 P , 12.8 e aty p y
2.3 EXPERIMENTALVERIFICATION
The conclusions reached in the previous sections were based on
somewhat crude assumptions concerning the distribution of stress over
the cross section. It is of interest to find out if these conclusions
can be supported by experimental evidence. Of the many tests reported
on indeterminate structures loaded into the inelastic range, the perti-
nent data, which will enable the redistribution process to be traced,
have.been reported in relatively few cases. (16)
Yang et al reported the results of five continuous beam tests~20)
The results of Yang's Beam Test No.4 are used for the purpose of dis-
cussion. All tests in the series behaved in a similar manner. Test
No. 4 was performed on an 8WF40 section of material having a stress-
strain curve similar to that shown in Fig. 2.7 and loaded as shown in
Fig. 2.ll(a). The loads P on the central span and the end loads, R,
were adjusted at each stage of loading so that the slope over the in-
terior reaction was equal to zero. The deflected shape of the member
I
I
I
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is shown in Fig. 2.11(b).
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The moment distribution along the length of the beam was com-
puted at each stage of loading. Deflections, rotations and loads were
also measured and recorded. The p10ts.of load versus bending moments
at mid-span and over the fixed reaction are shown as Fig. 2.12. The
dashed lines represent the elastic-plastic solution which does not
include the influence of strain-hardening. The experimental curves,
represented by the full lines, agree reasonably well with this theory
up to a load equal to about 0.80 Pp • It can be seen from the figure
that beyond this 10ad.the end and center moments are not equal but
that the strain-hardening properties.of the steel have forced the,.mo-
ment at the support to rise with increasing deformation. It is this
increase in moment (and thus in curvature over some finite length)
which enables the center moment to increase at a higher rate than that
tral moment is still less than M but the end moment has increasedpI
predicted by an elastic-plastic analysis. P is attained when the cen-p
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
above M. After both moments have exceeded M , the load increasesp . p
further due to strain-hardening in the two yielded areas.
The load versus mid-span deflection for the beam is shown as
.the solid line in Fig. 2.13. For comparison the curve predicted by
the elastic-plastic theory is shown dashed on the same graph.
The comparison of the two load-deflection curves illustrates
that for a beam which has significant strain-hardening properties .the
load calculated by simple plastic theory can be reached and exceeded,
and furthermore that the overall load-deformation relationship for
given in Table 2.1.
been chosen for discussion purposes. The pertinent quantities ,are
The load-deflection behavior of all test beams follows the
same pattern. The behavior of Test Nos. 5 and 6 and 13 and 14 have
such a member may be predicted adequately by an elastic-plastic analysis.
The significant point is that this is consistently true in spite of the
fact that the local behavior in the hinge regions cannot be predicted
by the elastic-plastic theory.
-18
Figure 2.17 shows a non-dimensionalized load-deflection curve
for the, four beams under discussion. In this figure P is the load at
mid-span on the beam and v is the deflection at the load point. The
solid curve is,anaveraged curve for the four test results. The solid
circles are those representing the test points for the two A52 beams
while the open circles represent the A37 test points. The elastic-
plastic prediction is shown as ,the dashed line. Although the test
297.19
Yang's tests were performed on beams of A7 steel. An extensive
series of tests on continuous beams has been performed which includes
beams of low alloy steel. (19) Sixteen tests were performed in all,
eight on beams of A52 steel and eight on beams of A37 steel. These
steels are the Belgian equivalent of ASTM-A44l and A36 steels. The
test arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.14. In this figure~Lis the length
of the adjacent span. ,Four beams were tested at each value of ~ for~
equal to 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0; two beams were of A37 steel and two of
A52. The length of the central span was 33.5 inches. The tests were
performed on a modified WF section.
I
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results do exhibit some scatter, the beams of both materials reach and
exceed the load predicted by simple plastic theory. The load-deflection
behavior is closely predicted by the elastic-plastic analysis. From
these tests and other related information it appears that those steels
which possess adequate strain-hardening characteristics will success-
fully redistribute moments tnan indeterminate structure. (19)
The load versus bending moment relationships for these four
tests are shown in Fig. 2.16. At Pp ' the support moment is greater
than the full plastic value while the moment at the load point is less.
However, both moments exceed Mpafter a small increment of deformation,
and continue to increase with additional deformation.
In summary the tests performed by Yang and Massonnet have
shown that,.for the low carbon and low alloy steels.tested, if anade-
quate strain~hardeningmodulus is present in the material, the'load
predicted by simple plastic theory can be reached and exceeded. (19,20)
The overall b~havior of the structure can be satisfactorily predicted
by the elastic-plastic theory even though the behavior of the sections
in the yielded areas can only be predicted by a theory that accounts
for the distribution of curvature over the structure.
It has been shown above that if a .material does not possess a
relatively large strain-hardening modulus the inelastic rotations re-
quired to reach Pwill introduce 'large strains in the material. The
. p
influence of these large strains must be documented experimentally.
It is difficult to find.a material that possesses a very low
strain~hardeningmodulus. Hrennikoff has performed tests on an
Idistribution can occur. It will be shown instead.that these tests
will fail by fracture of the tension flange before complete moment re-
that a material possessing a sufficiently. low strain-hardening modulus
aluminum alloy which possessed a low modulus combined with a low frac-
. (21) h f h hture stra~n. T e purpose 0 t ese testswas.to attempt to ~ ow
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I represent a completely artificial situation and that the true mode
I
I
of failure would be by local buckling of the compression flange.
Tests were performed.on continuous .beams of aluminum alloy
606l-T6. A typical stress-strain curve for this material plotted
I
I
from values used in Ref. 21 is shown in Fig. 2.17. The solid dots in
this:figurerepresent .valuesgivenin Ref. 21.
The tests were de~igned so that critical sections of the test
I beams would have to undergo relatively large rotations in order to,:redistribute moments and forma mechanism. The arrangement for one
I
I
series of tests is shown in Fig. 2.l8(a). In this series of tests
the left end of the specimen was deflected upward, due to the action
of the load P, a .distanceofl.82 inches before the support was .allowed
I
to exert any reaction. At this stage the deflected shape is shown by
the dashed lines in Fig. 2.l8(b). For further increments of load the
I
I
I
I
member behaves asa continuous .beamand the resulting shape is given
by the full line in Fig. 2.l8(b). This situation is intended to
represent a continuous beam subjected to a concentrated load on one
span and having the center support settle.
Figure·2.l9 contains.a plot of load, P, versusthebendingmo-
mentsunder the load and at the interior support. In this .figure the
I
I
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solid lines joining the open circles represent the experimental behavior,
whUe".-theelasti:c.;plast1.c 1predt'c,tion. is;shown.by the dashed lines.
The behavior of the member as a simply supported beam was .a1-
most completely elastic •. When the exterior support began to exert a
reaction the moment under the load was 188 in. kips. This moment in-
creased rapidly and under further loading reached and exceeded Mp
(236 in. kips). While this was occurring the moment at the reaction
also increased. However, before this moment could reach M , failure
. p
occurred by fracture of the tension flange under the load. At this
point the moment under the load had reached 253.in. kips .or 1.07 Mp •
The support moment had only increased to 226 in. kips.or 0.96 M.
P
The load at failure was above that predicted by simple plastic theory,
.1.04 P.p
Hrennikoff performed a second series'of tests for which the
arrangement is that shown in Fig. 2.20. The progress of the bending
moments at sections B, C, and D (see Fig •. 2.20) is shown in Fig. 2.21.
i)
The bending :moments at sections Band C :are,a1most equal at every
stage of loading. These moments increased linearly to approximately
M (298in.kips) then .at a decreasing rate to the point of failure.p
The moment at D also increased. When hinges had formed.at Band C
the moment at D then increased at a faster rate. However, .fracture
occurred in the tension flange at C before complete redistribution
could occur. At fracture, the moments .at B .and Cwereabove M (218p
and 312 in •. kips) while the moment at D was significantly below Mp
I
I
(178 in. kips). The load at fracture·was33.25 kips, or 1.10 P.
P
I
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Those tests performed
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This increase is due to the increase in moment at points Band Cover
the value of M. The redistribution of moments was incomplete andp
.failureoccurred by sudden fracture rather than by the more ductile
mode·associated without-of-plane phenomena.
In both series of tests lateral buckling was prevented by
suitable bracing spacing. In addition, local bucklingwas.inhibited
by collar arrangements placed on the member after local deformations
:were'observed. Thus the collars were used to oppose the incipient
flange ,motion. Although the test members did fail by fracture, there
is every reason,to believe that under less artificial conditions local
buckling would have .been the failure mode. (22)
In summary, the tests performed on low carbon-or low alloy steel
members, which possess adequate strain-hardening properties were satis-
f f 1 · d' . d' (19,20)actory rom a p ast1c eS1gn stan p01nt.
on members of a material which possesses a relatively small strain-
hardening.capacity were not successful. (21) There is no doubt as to
the reason for this lack of success, however, and this 'will be discussed
in the next section. It maybe concluded that materials which possess
little strain~hardeningcapacityare not suited for plastic design,
particularly when applied to wide-flange members.
2.4 INFLUENCE OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS ON INELASTIC BEHAVIOR
In the previous sections evidence has .been presented to show
the,stress-strain curves on the response of the structure.
The following section will investigate the influence of the
The propped cantilever of Section 2.1 will again be used as
stress-strain characteristics on the moment redistribution process.
-23297.19
An analysis of a similar type was performed by Horne with a
more restricted object in mind. (15) Horne analyzed two different
types of structures, the material of one having a stress-straindia-
gram similar in shape to that of the low carbon steels while that of
the second had an abbreviated plastic plateau and avery, large strain-
hardening modulus. The object of this investigation was to see how
the load predicted by simple plastic theory compared with the load
predicted by a more exact analysis. Although the methods of investi-
gation were similar, Horne did not study the effect of the ~hapeof
The problem can be stated as follows: Ina structure having one hinge
formed, it is desired to increase the moment at adjacent hinge1oca-
tions:whi1e,atthe same time holding the strains at the original hinge
location to ,reasonable values and, in addition, ensuring that the
yielded ,length at any hinge location does not reach the length re-
quired to precipitate local buckling.
the load predicted by simple plastic theory will be reached and ex-
ceeded; (2) if a material does not possess adequate strain-hardening
,capability, successful redistribution of moments will not be possible.
that: (1) if a material possesses strain~hardening characteristics
_typical of the low carbon or low-alloy steel groups, moment redistri-
bution will take place ina statically indeterminate structure and
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an example. The behavior of this member has been investigated in a
previous section by assuming that the material follows the behavior
characteristic of low carbon steels.
The beam will now be analyzed assuming the member to have a
shape factor of unity and that the material follows the various stress-
strain relationships shown in Fig. 2.22(a) to (f). The results 'will
be presented as much as possible ina non-dimensionalized form so that
the only numerical data necessary are the strain-hardening modulus,
Est' and the strain-hardening strain, est.
The values of E t and € for the curves of Fig. 2.22 were
s st
selected to show the influence of these factors. The values chosen
"bracket those which have ,been observed for the structural steels. The
results will be presented in the following manner:
(a) The results for est = € . E = E/45 and E/450,are, y' st
.compared.
(b) The·results for est l2€ Est = E/45 and E/450,arey'
compared.
(c) The results for E = E/45; est ;;:: € l2€ and 20€st y' Y Y
are compared.
In this manner the influence of the strain-hardening modulus
maybe observed both onabilinearmaterialand ona material having
a definite strain jump at the yield stress. The influence of the
length of the plastic plateau may then be observed for a.material
having a fairly typical strain-hardening modulus. Throughout the
studies in this section thestrain~hardening:modulus is assumed to
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remain constant up to the fracture strain. This is done in the in-
terest of simplicity; however, the implications of this assumption
!
will be discussed in more detail later.
The magnitudes of the inelastic strains are shown graphically
in Figs. 2.23, 2.24 and 2.25. These figures plot the load, P, non-
dimensionalizedas pip, versus the maximum strain adjacent to they
fixed support, nondimensionalized as e Ie.
max y
Considering therelation~hip between the maximum strain and
the stress-strain characteristics, Figs. 2.23.and 2.24 show that at
a given load, the material with the smaller Est is subjected to greater
strains. Figure 2.23 presents the'results .for est = e and Fig. 2.24y
for e = 12 e . The difference is not too great at loads below P
st y P
but increases rapidly with further load increase. Figure 2.25 shows
that the difference in maximum strains for materials having ·different
values of e but the same E ,isalmost equal to the length of the
st ·st
plastic plateau. In summary, that material having the highest value
of E and the lowest e produce .thelowest strains at Pand for
st st p
loads above this value. Table 2.2 shows the values of the maximum
strains at P= P for the various values of e and E t consideredp sts
in this chapter.
Figure 2.26 shows graphically the moment redistribution pro-
cess. More detailed plots are shown in Figs. 2.27, 2.28 and 2.29.
In these figures the support and load point moments, nondimensional-
ized .as M/M , are p lotted against pip.. In these figures .and thosep p
that follow, the response predicted by elastic-plastic theory is
I
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shown by the dashed lines. Ina11casesthe·moments reach and exceed
their Mva1ues as the load is increased. For the bilinear materialp
shown in Fig. 2.27 a decrease in the value of Est leads to·adecrease
in the support mOxnent at the simple plastic theory. load. This is
simply explained asa small increase in the support bending moment
will cause ,a larger increase in the area of the curvature diagram at
the support, for the more flexible material. This in turn will rotate
the member to a greater extent than for the stiff materia1,.thusre-
~u1tingina greater increase in the load point moment.
The'inf1uenceis the same in the material containing a strain
jump .asshown in Fig. 2.28. However, in this case, the variation of
E is masked by the influence ·of the strain jump itself which also
st
.contributes significantly to the area of the curvature diagram. This
latter influence is shown clearly in Fig. 2.29. The bilinear 'materia1
to be no significant difference in the rate at which the moments in-
increase) than is possible for the stiffer materials. There appears
flexible materia1s(e
st =12 ey , 20 ey) enable these materials to deform
and redistribute moments .to a much greater extent (for the same .load
I
I
I
has the largest support moment at P p.; the plateau lengths in thep
increased deflections.
I
I
I
I
I
crease with increase in load above P,.p
Figures 2.30 to 2.32 plot the def1ection~t the load point, v,
d " " 1" d v 1 1 "pjp F h " 1non ~mens~ona ~ze as d~ (Ljd)2aga~nst 'p. ort emater~a s
y
considered the deflections below pwereessentia11y equal. Once thisp
load had been exceeded the flexible materials 'exhibited considerably
The contribution of the change in E is i11us-
st
trated in Fig. 2.30 for the bilinear material and in Fig. 2 0 31 for the
I
I
I
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material having e=12e •
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The influence of the strain jump can be clearly seen in Fig.
2.32. The increase in deflection at any load above the simple plas-
tic theory load is .a1most directly proportional .to the plateau length.
The inset of Fig. 2.32 shows,.to an enlarged scale, the de-
f1ections of two of the materials up to P. The responses plotted inp
the inset represent the stiffest and the most flexible materials con-
sidered. The responses for the other materials .areboundedby these
two. The material properties do not influence the deflection in.this
range to ,any great extent but again those materials having smaller
values of Eand larger values of e .deflect'more. The strain jump
,st· st
masks the influence of any decrease in E • Thus for materials having
st
a significant plateau length, the deflections below the simple plastic
theory load will not be influenced by any decrease in Est.
Figures 2.33, 2.34 and 2.35 plot the nondimensionalized load,
P/Pp' versus the inelastic rotation at the support section, QH' ,non-
dimensionalizedasQH/0pL. Themoment:and curvature distributions
in this region are shown in Fig. 2.36 (a) and (b). The inelastic
rotation plotted in Figs. 2~33, 2.34 and 2.35 is the rotation (from
the horizontal) of the tangent to the deflected shape at a distance
.TL ,from the face of the support; minus that rotation which occurred
over this same length while the beam remained completely elastic. The
final curvature distribution is that bounded by the full lines ,in Fig.
2.36(b) while the curvature distribution at the limit of elastic be-
havioris s.hownbythedashed line in the same figure.
Since the moment gradient is known at the elastic limit, .the elastic
I
I
I
I
I
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The total rotation is given by
TL0 +TL~ 0
st 2 Est P
-28
(2.1)
I rotation of this .length is given by
I
I Thus the inelastic rotation is
(2.2)
I
I
QH 5€
-Q-p-L '=T l .;t -1 + E ( M L\ 11 (M;-j + ':TJ (2.3)
I
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The plots in .Fig. 2.33 ~howthat for the bilinear material the
rotation required to ·reach P is greater for the more flexible material.p .
For loads above Pthe decreased value of E t requires that .much great-p s
erinelastic rotations be endured by the more flexible materiaL The
same tendency is s.hown in Fig•.2.34.for thematerialshaving€st= l2€y.
However in this case ·thedifferences in E are masked by the strain
st
jump,upto Pp •
Figure 2.35 shows the influence of the inelastic plateau length.
Once again the more flexible materials require a greaterinelasticro-
tat ion to reac.h a given load .level.
The point that should be emphasized from this data is the close
agreement obtained between the rotation required to reach P .asobtained
. . p
so.
the rotation requirement.
As compared with the values obtained from an elastic-plastic
structures. These limitations will be conservative but not unduly
-29
Lay and Smith have shown that for other structural configura-
tions the elastic-plastic analysis will underestimate the required
rotations. (24) The amount of this underestimation is small, however,
and in general the elastic-plastic analysis satisfactorily predicts
criteria for predicting the rotation capacity of beams under moment
behavior. For practical structures the mode of failure has been shown
to be either lateral or local instability. (25,26) Lay has developed
factory performance of the structure, considering only its in-plane
The preceeding discussion has been concerned with the satis-
analysis, the exact values are conservative, that is, the approximate
analysis requires the member to deliver a rotation greater than actu-
ally required. Computations have been presented which equate the
reqUired rotations (from an elastic-plastic analysis) to those which
can be delivered (considering the strain-hardening properties of the
material). (23) On this basis limits have been placed on the struc-
tural geometry which will be satisfactory for plastically designed
listed in Table 2.2. As expected, those materials having larger values
of est and smaller values of Est exhibit the smallest differences be-
tween the values obtained by the exact and the elastic-plastic analyses.
from the exact analysis and that obtained from an elastic-plastic analy-
sis. For the materials considered the required hinge rotations are
297.19
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gradient by equating the 'length of the member which is' fully yielded,
TLin Eig.2.36, ,to that length required to for~~ local buckle. (25)
Local buckling may reducethem.ember strength before the load
predicted by the simple plastic theory is:attained, if the yielded
length at the support ,is large; or at loads above that predicted by
simple plastic theory. In this ·lattercase'local buckling cQuldoccur
either at the support or under the load. Since the ,attainment of the
load predicted ,by simple plastic theory is the prime objective, only
the situation at the support will ,be discussed. The progression of
the yielded area under the -load point would be similar. In Figs.
2.37, 2.38 and 2.39 the yielded length, TL nondimensionalized as
TL/L, is p lotted against the parameter P/p '.p
Figures 2.37 and 2.~8show ,the influence of Est. Inhoth
cases the ,more flexible material has the shorter yielded length at
P ,. Figure 2.39 shows the influence of the-plateau length, again thep
yielded length at the support is shorter ·for the more flexiblema-
terial. After the structure ,has 'exceeded P the increase in the -length
'
of the yielded portion is affected by the· increase in moment in the
yielded area as well as the more subtle changes in moment gradient over
the various portions :of the structure. This in turn is influenced by
the material characteristics. The main conclusion to be gained from
these relationships is that the more flexible materials require smaller
Yielded lengths to redistribute bending moments and reach P.
'
If the discussion is restricted to beams subjected to moment gra-
dient, some general conclusions :may be drawn from the discussion above:
(b) Using this material as abase, the·influenceof a de-
(a) For the stiff bilinear material (e:
st =e:y , Est =E/45):
I
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(c)
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(1) The maximum strains were smallest throughout
the loading history.
(2) The maximum moment was greatest at p, •
P
(3) The deflections were minimum.
(4) The required inelastic rotation was :a minimum.
(5) The yielded length at the support required to
reach pwas .amaximum.p
creaseinE is to:
st
(1) Increase the maximum strains at any given load.
(2) Decrease the maximum moment required to attain P .•
P
(3) Increase the deflections by a small amount below
P ,and by a very significant amount above this load.p
(4) The inelastic hinge rotation required to reach Pp
is increased.
(5) The yielded length at the support required to
reach P is decreased.p
From the same base (e:=e: E =E/45)the influence of
st ·y'st
an increase in the plateau length is to:
(1) Increase the maximum strains at any given load.
(2) Decrease the maximum moment required to reach P .•
.p
(3) Increase the deflections by a relatively small
amount up to P and by larger amounts for loadsp
beyond this stage.
I
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(4) Increase the hinge 'rotation.required to, reachPp•
(5) Decrease the yielded length at the support re-
quired to 'reach P.p
From the point of view of plastic design of real structures the
I
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mode of failure is that of local buckling followed by lateral buckling.
The present solutions assume.that local flange buckling will not occur
before the development of a critical yielded length. (27) The capacity
to re'sist local buckling depends on the value of Est and also on the
maximum moment (stress) acting over the area considered.
The 'stress-strain curve of both the low carbon and low alloy
steelss.eem ideally s.uited for this role in plastic design. These
steel groups .have 'plateau lengths of from 10.€ to 16 € and E t values
'yys
. (28 29)
which range from 600 to 900 ksi for the virgin mater~al. '
Gomparingthe structural s.teels wit,h the stiff bilinear mater-
ial (€ t = e , E t = E/45) as a base, the former would provide\a de-
s ys
creased support moment and a shorteryielded'length at the load pre-
dieted by simple plastic theory. These, combined with a relatively
high value of Est would provide ,a large resistance to local buckling
,and consequently the restrictions on plate geometry which are designed
to inhibit the formation of a local buckle could be relati'l1fi'ly liberal.
The fact .that a significant plateau does exist will increase
slightly the deflections of the structure at the simple plastic :theory
load and likewise the ,maximum strain. Nei.ther of these factors are
considered to be significant when weighed against the more obvious ad~
vantages of these material characteristics.
I
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An assumption implicit in the foregoing analysis was that the
fracture strain of the material was many times its yield strain. The
structural steels have a ratio of fracture strain to yield strain
which is in the order of 200. It is obvious that for any material
there will be an inelastic rotation which will lead to the attainment
of the fracture strain. This situation will be most critical in those
materials having a low fracture strain coupled with a high value of
However, in the case of a low E value, it ap-
st
pears that the local buckling situation becomes critical far in ad-
vance of the attainment of the fracture strain. The background for
this point of view is given as Appendix A.
It is obvious from the graphs plotted in this section that for
a material which has a plastic plateau, a change in the length of this
plateau makes very little difference in the results. The plots of
Figs. 2.25, 2.29, 2.32, 2.35 and 2.39 show only small differences be-
tween the results for E:
st = 12 E: y and those for the material having
E: = 20 E:st y'
It is also obvious that the deformation capacity of a member
I as used in the plastic theory is not a function of the plateau
I
I
I
I
I
length or material ductility. Rather a truly ductile material in the
plastic design sense must have a significant strain-hardening modulus
over the initial portion of the strain-hardening range. For braced
structural steel members the deformation capacity is dependent on the
local buckling characteristics only.
Since the local buckling characteristics of the section do not
I
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depend on the length of the plastic plateau but rather on the strain-
hardening modulus, a material having a significant strain-hardening
modulus may be expected to be satisfactory for plastic design purposes.
The shape of the initial portion of the stress-strain curve is not of
great importance in practical situations. This is significant as in
the following section it will be shown that recent changes in straight-
ening procedures used in the production of rolled shapes may drastically
influence the shape of the stress-strain curve.
In summary, this section has shown the following.
1. An elastic-plastic analysis satisfactorily predicts the be-
havior of an inelastic member with respect to strength, deformation and
rotation requirements. The propped cantilever used as an example can
be more generally thought of as an inelastic member having known boun-
da~y conditions at the point of maximum moment.
2. The significant material property with respect to in-plane
moment redistribution and local buckling capacity is, Est' the strain-
hardening modulus. It is fortunate that the structural steels con-
sidered have relatively high values of Est.
3. The length of the inelastic plateau is not significant.
For materials possessing plateau lengths of 12 e to 20 e any differ-y y
ence in length results in no appreciable change in behavior. Both bi-
linear materials and those possessing large strain jumps at the yield
stress (up to 20 e ) are satisfactory for plastic design.y
4. The low carbon and low alloy steels have stress-strain
characteristics that make them ideal for use in plastically designed
structures.
This difference in cooling rates coupled with the plastic strains in-
duced is responsible for residual strains which are locked into the sec-
tion as a result of the cooling process. The distribution of these
strains over the cross section has been carefully documented and that
measured for a l4WF78 section of A44l steel is shown in Fig. 2.40. (29)
The purpose of this section is to show how the effective
material properties of a member may be changed as a consequence of
the method used to straighten the member. This is particularly im-
portant with the increased use of the rotary straightening process,
which subjects the member to several severe reversals of curvature
throughout its entire length. It will be shown that the deleterious
effects of this process, especially with regard to the effective
properties of the material in the strain-hardening range, can explain
the results of recent tests on structures fabricated from members
which had been rotarized. (30)
-35
To discuss production effects on the properties of structural
steel members the starting point will be taken as the rolling process~3l)
This process forms the structural shape from the ingot and is performed
above the recrystallization temperature of the steel. The shape is air
cooled before any further processing is carried out. Of necessity, the
thinner parts of the section will have a higher rate of cooling. The
effect of this high cooling rate is to produce a fine grained structure
with its resulting higher strength. This has been observed in structural
practice as the relatively thin webs consistently show higher yield
strengths than do the thicker flange specimens in tensile tests. (32)
297.19
2.5 THE INFLUENCE OF COLD BENDING ON THE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
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These residual strains are normally well below the yield strain
I
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of the material and do not significantly affect the behavior of the
material as characterized by the results of a tension test performed
on a specimen cut from the cross section.
However, after the rolling process has been completed and the
material has been allowed to cool it must be cold-bent before use to
remove the deformations caused by disturbances during the cooling
process. In order to remove any initial deformation, the member must
.be deformed plastically and given a permanent set in a sense opposite
to that of the initial deformation. In the past the conventional
straightening method has been to place the member in a gag and p1as-
tica11y deform the initially curved part in a direction opposite toI
h . . . 1 (33)t e ~n~t~a curvature. Such a situation is illustrated in Fig.
I
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2.41(a) with the member being bent about its weak .axis.
The bending moment distribution for the gagging operation is
shown in Fig. 2.41(b) where M is the bending moment directly under the
, 0
load. The corresponding curvature distribution is shown in Fig .. 2.41(c).
In this figure 0 is the curvature corresponding to M. The moment-
o 0
curvature history for the section directly under the load is shown in
Fig. 2.41(d). In the gagging process the section is deformed p1as-
tica11y to a curvature 0 and then unloaded elastically as shown. The
o
integrated effect of the residual curvatures produced in the process
is enough to approximately overcome. any initial out-of-straightness.
If the material at this section were again subjected to a load causing
a moment in the same sense as the gagging moment, the material would
V-I
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act elastically up to an applied moment M , then deform further as
o
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shown·by the dashed lines in Fig. 2.4l(d).
Although these effects have been observed previously, due to
the local nature of the gagging process, it has been common practice
(33 34)to neglect any influence of cold bending on the behavior of members. '
However, in cases where the straightening process is continuous, the
resulting residual strains must be accounted for to obtain a rational
prediction of the member behavior. (35)
In recent years the use of the rotary straightening process
has become increasingly popular. This process is limited at present
to relatively small wide-flange sections (One approximate "rule of
thumb" is that the weak axis section modulus must be-less than 17.0).
The rotary straightener consists of a series of heavy rolls
placed as shown in Fig. 2.42 and used to bend the section about the
weak axis. In this figure the rolls are numbered for convenience.
The rolls are arranged so that they bear directly on the flange-to-web
junctions of the member and subject it to two complete cycles of curva-
turereversal; rolls No.4 to 7 being the active, or load producing
rollers. The member is fed continuously into the roller arrangement,
guided by rollers Nol. 1, 2 and 3. Roller No.4 is placed ina lowered
po~itionrelative to the·first three. The difference in elevation may
vary from a fraction of an inch to several inches depending on .the size
of the member, .but is enough to produce a significant permanent set.
Roller No.5 then picks up. the end of the member and reverses the di-
rection of the applied curvature. The permanent set produced by this
I
I
I
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roller is approximately one-half of that produced by roller No.4.
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Rollers 6 and 7 repeat the process with correspondingly reduced magni-
tudes of the applied curvature, and the remainder of the rollers act
primarily as guides. The entire process is one of trial and error.
The first lengths of a given cross section are rotarized with trial
settings of the rollers. If the member is straightened in a satis-
factory manner the remainder of the lengths are processed in the same
way; if not, new settings are tried and the process repeated. During
the process any initial curvatures virtually disappear and the final
product is almost uniformly straight.
The loading situation at the time roller No. 4is active on
the member is shown (approximately) in Fig. 2.43(a). The correspond-
ingbending moment distribution is shown in Fig. 2.43(b) and the
curvature distribution in Fig. 2.43(c). The complete length of the
beam is subjected to the applied curvature 0 as it is guided over
o
roller No. 2 and is then unloaded elastically after passing roller No.4.
A smaller curvature, applied in the reverse sense, is then induced by
the action of roller No. 5 and so on. In order to compute the influence
of this process on the member, the material behavior under reversed
loading must first be evaluated.
The material behavior of structural steel under thesecondi-
tions is not well known, particularly when the strains are those en-
countered in the strain-hardening range. The most extensive inves-
tigat~oninto the behavior of low alloy steels subjected to reversed
loading did not consider the behavior of specimens deformed beyond
the plastic plateau. (36) Several authors have postulated the behavior
I
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of a general non-linear material under a single reversal of load .but
none of these consider the effect of repeated reversals of load~14,3l,37)
In order to provide a simple model, yet one·which contains the
significant features, the behavior postulated by Chajes et al (38) and
used in a modified formby Lay will be adopted. (39) This behavior is
illustrated in Fig. 2.44 and accounts for the unique stress-strain
I
I
characteristics of the structural steels as well as the Bauschinger
effect. Since-the object herein is to gain Some insight into the in-
fluence of the reversed strains on the material properties, the linear
strain-hardening range used by Lay has been replaced with a par~bolic
hardening and to the ultimate stress and strain. c The expression ·for
curve fitted to the initial modulus E at the initiation of strain-st .
3(e - E:
st )(e e)2
ult - st
(e - e )-
sta =0' + EY st
the stress, a, at a given strain, e, is then:
I
I
I
.1
I
I
I
- 2 (0 - 0 )
- ult y (2. 12)
I
In Eq. 2.12 e
ult is the strain at the ultimate stress. The reduced
strain-hardening modulus, Est' at the strain, e, is then given by:
I
I
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in Fig. 2.45 (a).
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(2.13 )
Using Eq. 2.12 combined with the model postulated by Fig.
2.44, it is possible to trace the behavior of the material through
the strain reversals involved in the rotarizing process. In order
to do this a sequence of applied curvatures has been selected as shown
The initia1 curvature, 01 , is 20 0 , where 0 is they y
curvature corresponding to the· attainment of the yield strain in the
flange tips. This is not completely arbitrary as it results in an
.approximatevalue for the deflection under the roller of 1 inch,which
,has been suggested as reasonable. The curvature is then reversed
twice; .O2 being equal to 10 0y and 03 equal to 5 o . The final appliedy
curvature 04 is taken as .1.7 0y from a trial and error process which
will be described below. This value is required to ensure that the
final configuration results in no residual curvature on the final re-
lease of moment. The above procedure has been taken as a reasonable
approximation to the actual process. Only the flange plate is con-
sidered in the analysis, the web is relatively unaffected.
To determine the influence of this process on the material an
approximate analysis was used. The flange plate'was divided into ten
297.19 -41
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elements as shown in Fig. 2.45(b) and the strains induced by the applied
curvatures computed at the centroid of each element. For the first
applied curvature, 01 , the strains in each element are shown in Fig.
2.45(c) along with the corresponding stresses in Fig. 2.45(d). The
stresses were calculated on the basis of a flange width of 6 inches
:and thickness of 0.44 inches and for material having thecharacteris-
tics of A44l steel.
By integrating the stresses over the cross section, the applied
moment required to produce a curvature of 20 0 can be computed. This
. y
process is repeated for the reversals of curvature specified in Fig.
2.45(a) and for the final elastic unloading. This final unloading
should produce a zero net curvature ·for zero applied moment. The
final applied curvature, 04 , was adjusted to achieve this end.
The strain history for element No.1 (Fig. 2.45(b» is shown
in Fig. 2.46(a) and (b). Figure2.46(a) shows the strains induced for
positive curvatures (01 and 03) and Fig. 2.46(b) shows those induced
by the applied curvatures O2 and 04 , The final set of dashed lines in
both figures mark the path which the material would follow on addition-
al loading either in tension (Fig. 2.46(a» or compression (Fig. 2.46(b».
For the process used in this example the behavior for either type of
loading would be similar. For other sequences of curvature reversal
this might not be the case.
On .the final unloading cycle, the residual curvature is approxi-
mately zero. However, the strain distribution across the plate is that
which is required to maintain compatibility.. For the example considered
I
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this distribution is shown in Fig. 2.47(b). In this:figure theresi-
dual strains, e: , have been nondimensiona1ized as .e: Ie: and tensile
r r y
strains are considered positive.
The residual strain distribution assumed to be present due to
the rolling process is shown in Fig. 2.47(a). This must be super-
imposed onth~ strains due to rotarizingto obtain the final residual
strain distribution for arotarized section. This has been done and
the·fina1 distribution plotted as Fig. 2.47(c).
This final distribution is typical only for the rotarizing
sequence assumed in the example. Any significant variation in this
process could change the final strain distribution, perhaps drasti-
cally. In addition, the coarse mesh used for the numerical integra-
tion process and the neglect of the web action could introduce-errors.
Nevertheless, the shape of the final strain distribution is fairly
characteristic of\re~u1tson rotarized sections in recent investiga-
. (29,30,40) h d' b' k ft~ons. One sue . ~stri ut~on, ta en rom measurements on
an 8WF31 section of A441 steel is' shown for illustration in Fig.2.47(d)~29)
Figure2.47(e) shows the residual strain distribution on the flange of
the 14WF78 ,section taken from Fig. 2.40. This section was not rotarized.
A consideration of the residual strains which result from the
rotarizingprocess is necessary to document the process. Of much
greater importance is the effect on the stiffness of the material in
the strain-hardening range. Figure 2.45(e) shows the effective strain-
hardening modulus, Est' plotted as a fraction of the initial modulus
for the section used as an example. These are the values which would
Forexample·if the flange width is small, the tension coupon
maybe·cut from the material centered on the web. In this case the in-
fluenceof rotarizingmay be smalL The other extreme would be the
case of a very wide.flange ,withthe coupon cut from the material near
the edge. In this case the maximum influence of rotarizing should be
observed.
For reasons set out below, .the tests .used in this comparison
are those performed on specimens cut from l2B16.5 members. The results
of these tests are reported in Ref. 30. The flange 'width of this sec-
tion is4inches and the specimens ,were milled from coupons located in
the flange between the tip of the flange and the centerline of the web.
If the rotarizing sequence described above is typical, then the material
Further confirmation of the reasoning .usedin the section
above is provided by the results of tension tests performed on speci-
mens cut from rotarized members. In addition to the assumptions made
in .formulating the rotarizing process and the errors induced by the
coarse mesh used in the numerical integration, any comparison with
tension test results introduces additional difficulties. Thesedif-
ficulties are associated with the location of the specimen on the
cross section.
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result from the curvature reversals for the process shown in Fig.
2.45(a). It is obvious that the section is less stiff due to the
process, but much more work remains to be done to determine .fully
the influence ·of therotarizing process on the behavior of plasti-
cally designed members.
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near the flange tip has undergone a process similar to that traced for
element No.1 .in Fig. 2.45(a) while the material near the web remained
almost completely elastic.
To simulate this case a model is postulated as shown in the in-
set to Fig. 2.48 in which half of the specimen is noted as prestrained
and is :assumed to have been subjected to the rotarizing sequence. The
other half is noted.as the virgin material.
As the model is loaded intension, the behavior will be elastic
until the applied stress reaches the yield stress of the virgin mater-
ial, cr. This occurs at point A in Fig. 2.48. At this point the virginy
material will accept further strain with no increase in stress, however,
,the prestrained material will behave in an elastic manner up to the ,in-
creased yield stress, CieJ. Thus the model deforms from A to BinFig.y .
2.48 with an effective modulus of E/2. At point B the increased yield
stress of the prestrained material is reached. To achieve any further
deformation theprestrained material must be subjected to an increased
stress. Due to the reduction in stiffness, as evidenced by Fig. 2.45(e),
this increased stress 'will be smalL At point C the strain-hardening
strainQf the virgin material is reached and further deformation now re-
quires a distinct increase in stress. The effective modulus is approxi-
mately 0.75 E •
st
This is a very crude approximation to the actual behavior. It
is surprising therefore to note how well tests on actual tensile speci-
mens agree 'with the behavior postulated for the modeL
For the l2B16.5 section, which was rolled from a different heat,
the strain-hardening modulus was measured for eight flange specimens
and four web specimens. The original load-strain curves taken for
specimens K4-X, Y, and Zarereproduced in Fig. 2.49. At this cross
section all three tensile specimens were loaded into the strain-harden-
ing range ·and the.measurements necessary to determine the strain-
hardening characteristics were taken.
Specimen Y was cut from the 'web of the section and exhibits
the sharp upper yield point and significant strain-hardening modulus
usually associated with the structural steels. The modulus computed
for this specimen was 680 ksi. On the other hand specimens X and Z
exhibit a rather rounded knee and a reduced strain-hardening modulus.
The areas of interest are emphasized by the arrows in Fig. 2.49. Al-
though the rounded knee of the load-strain diagram can be caused by
influences other than cold bending it is gratifying to note the close
agreement between the behavior predicted by the model used for Fig.
The tension tests reported in Ref. 30 will be compared with
the behavior of the model. Reference 30 presents results for two column
sections as well as the 12 inch beam section. The results of the tests
on the column sections will not be discussed. These sections were
rolled from the same.heat and exhibited a strain-hardening modulus in
the flange which was higher than usually observed forrotarized sections.
In addition, the strain-hardening modulus was measured for only three
flange specimens and no two were taken at the same cr'oss section, or at
cross sections where the web modulus was also measured. Thus, a com-
parisonwould not be significant.
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. (32)2.48 and the flange specimens of F~g. 2.49.
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For the other cross sections used in the investigation of Ref.
30, the results 'were similar. In each case where comparison was possi-
ble the strain-hardening modulus for the web specimen was approximately
30 percent greater than the average for the flange specimens.
In summary, for sections which have been straightened by rotar-
·izing, the effective material characteristics (assuming the flanges.to
exert the dominant influence) are those of a bilinear material having
an'effectivevalue -of Est which is reduced from that normally expected
in the virgin material. Tentatively it appears that the decrease will
be -roughly 30 percent but a more detailed investigation must be per-
formed before definite conclusions can be drawn. The effect of this
process .is to reduce the lateral and local buckling capacity of the
member. (27)
2.6 METALLURGICAL FACTORS IN STRAIN-HARDENING
It appears from the previous sections that a knowledge of the
strain-hardening modulus, Est,is fundamental in studies of members
loaded into the inelastic range. This knowledge is important both for
the prediction of the moment redistribution capacity of the material
and. the resistance to instability of the partly yielded member.
It is therefore surprising to find that very little progress
I
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has:beenmade in the determination of Est in the past decade, even
though specifications which make use of Ehavebeen proposed. (41)
st
Although metallurgists have investigated the strain-hardening
properties by measuring the strain-hardening exponent on the true
stress-strain curve, structural practice .has attempted to measure the
initial tangent modulus of the strain-hardening portion of the engin-
. . (42,43)eer~ng stress-stra~ncurve.
It is questionable whether the initial modulus is the proper
quantity to use in the determination of the local buckling capacity.
Obviously parts of the yielded plate will be strained .into ·the strain-
hardening range 'while -other parts are on the verge of entering this
range. However, it is this initial value -which has been used-in the
local buckling theory and which has been correlated with test results
(27,28)
to some ,extent. In addition, the neglect of the elastic un-
loading in the portions of the plate undergoing strain reversal off-
sets to some extent the non-conservative assumption that the initial
modulus is relevant during~the ~uckling process.
In the method used in Fritz Laboratory for the determination
of the strain-hardening modulus , the load on the tensile 'specimenis
measured at two selected strains. (43) These strains are greater than
that at the 'onset of strain-hardening, est' but itis presently recom-
mended .that they be -within O. 002 inches per inch of the strain-harden-
ing strain.
Seven tests :wereperformed on specimens of A44l steel. (29) All
specimens were ·cut from the same cross section. The values .measured
I
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for the 'strain-hardening modulus 'ranged from 605 ksi to 8l5ksi with
a mean value of 730 ksi. Ass.umingthat the load on the specimen was
measured at the strain-hardening strain, and again after a strain in-
crement of 0.002; then assuming that the stxess.-strain curveisrepre-
sented~y the parabolic relationship used in the previous section, the
initial strain..,hardeningmoduluswould be 740ksi.
The scatter in the values of Est quoted would lead to the be-
lief that~he 'strain-hardening modulus is not a characteristic of the
material but rather a property which depends ·to a very great extent on
"to d 0 to" (30,42) It h b h 0 th "compos~ ~on an ~mpu ~t~es. as . een s own ~n . e prev~ous
section that much of the confusion surrounding the measurement of this
property can be explained on the basis of the large cold bending strains
induced by the-rotarizingprocess. If the .variables induced by pre-
straining are ·eliminated it remains :to determine-what range of scatter
can :bereasonably expected from a group of measurements .of the strain-
hardening :modulus.
The~ehavior of structural steel subjected to uniaxial stress
is well known and a brief description is included only to serve as a
basis .for discussion of the variables involved.. In the elastic range
the applied stress moves the atoms from their equilibrium positions
and thus :develops attractive forces between the atoms; when the stress
Old h b k 0 h 0 "0 1 0" (31)~s re ease , t e· atoms ·move ac.~nto t e~r or~g~na pos~ t~ons.•
The relationship between the ·applied stress and the resuLting movement
is relatively unaltered by the presence of small amounts of alloying
elements.
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On the other hand inelastic behavior is governed by the action
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of line defects 'in the materia 1 called dislocations. These dis loca-
tions are the mechanisms by which layers of atoms are able to slip
past one another by breaking their atomic bonds one row at a time,
)
instead of requiring that the ,bonds ;between the entire ,adjacent :layers
of atoms .be ,broken. In structural steel this slip or yielding process
is discontinuous; ,that is, once yielding is initiated at a certain
point in the material relatively large -strains occur under a constant
stress. In ·mostmaterials .s lip is accompanied by an increase in stress
which is referred to as strain-hardening.
The reason for this peculiar behavior of structural steel is
that the interstitial impurities present in the material migrate
naturally to positions adjacent to the dislocations and act as slip
inhibitors. (44) Thus in order to move ·thedislocations a relatively
high stress is required which is reduced as the dislocation is moved
away from its 'line of foreign atoms. This accounts for the presence
of the upper and lower yield points. Once the dislocations have
been moved in some-localized areas, these areas act as stress raisers
;and additional s lip proceeds at a reduced stress much in the 'manner of
crack ~ropagationinbrittle materials.
However, as these locations are moved through the material by
the applied stress they come .upagainst obstructions which prevent
further movement under the same applied stress. These 'obstructions
maybe in the form of impurities, grain boundaries or simply be caused
by the interaction of two or more dislocations. Once a dislocation has
It should be noted that the above factors :which influence the
rate of strain-hardening.
rate -of strain-hardening are the same factors 'which influence the
The presence -of a fine grained structure .meansthatmore -grain
-50
been anchored by these9bstructionsfurtheryieldingmust occur at
other locations until. the specimen 'is completely yielded. (31)
boundaries are present per unit volume. Alloying elements also com-
plicate the picture since -they may either ,increase -or decrease the
yield stress. In other words in a low alloy steel the alloyingele-
ments ;may almost double the yield point without appreciably affecting
the ductility of the steel. These same alloying elements 'which help
It.is this point that marks the initiation of strain-hardening
When structural steel is hot rolled and then cooled, the rate
of cooling depends to a great extent on the thickness of the material.
Very thin material will have a high rate of cooling and thick material
to ,anchor the-dislocations in their original positions also may serve
as obstacles to dislocation movement in the strain-hardening range. (31)
anchored,by one means or another 'and further movement means -that the
this situation has so far not been attempted but t·he factors 'which
enter the picture have been somewhat defined. (31)
stress must be sufficient to bypass that obstacle. The analysis of
·in structural steels. In order to strain the material beyond est'
which marks the fully yielded condition, the stress ;mustbe increased
above that 'whichcausesthe propagation of yielding over the specimen.
This stress increase is necessary as now ,the dislocations ·have been
297.19
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will have a correspondingly low rate. As the rate of cooling is in-
creased the resulting grain structure becomesfirierand the .materia1
as a consequence .harder and stronger. This has been observed consis-
tent1yin structural practice ·astestson the 'webs and flanges of
structural shapes'have resulted in higher strength values for the some-
what thinner web material.
In s.ummary, .the' same .factors thatinf1uence.the yield stress
of a material also influence its rate of strain-hardening. Fora given
material the strain-hardening modulus 'would seem logically tobea
function of the plate thickness. Since tests carried out to measure
Eon non-prestrained material are few, effort should be concentrated
. st
on obtaining enough data for a statistical analysis , ,using a consistent
method and an attempt made to correlate Eto the yield stress and
st
plate thickness. In the meantime, the 'values recommended by Galambos
are conservative to some degree and have been checked with test results
over a reasonable 'range of variables. (41)
3.1 STUB COLUMN BEHAVIOR
The significance of plate buckling will be illustrated by
the description of the behavior of a stub column. The stub column
test is chosen because nominally, at least, ~ll fibers of the cross
section are subjected to a uniformly applied compressive strain which
In the previous chapter the influence of the material charac-
teristics on the process of moment redistribution was discussed. It
was shown in Appendix A that for the majority of practical cases the
capacity of the member is limited by local buckling of the compres-
sion flange.
In this chapter the problems associated with local buckling
of flange and web plates are treated. To illustrate the significance
of plate buckling, as related to the behavior of the member, a des-
cription is given of the behavior of a concentrically loaded stub
column. With this as background, previous work on local buckling is
reviewed. Material conditions existing in the member at the point
of local buckling are developed and the corresponding solutions eval-
uated. A test program, designed to obtain information on the rota-
tion capacity available for members having a wide range of web slen-
derness ratios, is outlined. Finally, a new method of approaching
the local buckling problem is presented.
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3. PLATE ELEMENTS IN PLASTICALLY DESIGNED MEMBERS
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is increased monotonically.
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The test to be described was performed on a l4WF78 section of
ASTM-A44l steel, which had its flanges cut down so that the bit ratio
was equal to 12.0. The pertinent dimensions of the specimen are given
in Fig. 3.1 which shows a plot of the load-deformation relationship
obtained during the test. In this figure the applied load, P, has
been nondimensionalized as PIP , where P is the yield load (P = a A)y y y y
and the overall contraction of the column, b, has been nondimension-
alized as 6 I ~ , where ~ is the ideal elastic contraction corres-y y
ponding to P (b = P L/AE).
Y Y Y .
The progress of the test can be traced with reference to Fig.
3.1. The specimen is elastic up to Load No.7 (the numbers on the
plot of Fig. 3,1 and subsequent figures represent the stages during
the progress of the test at which readings were taken).
The progression of the yield bands is shown in the photographs
of Fig, 3.2(a) for Load No.8 and Fig. 3.2(b) for Load No. 9. In these
photographs some of the yield bands have emanated from small.drilled
holes which are used to measure the relative deflection of the flange
tips, while other bands start at points of high residual stress. As
the specimen is deformed, the yielded areas progress until the stub
column is completely yielded. At this point (Load No. 13 in Fig. 3.1)
further deformation can proceed only at an increased load, due to the
presence of strain hardening. (45) The condition of the specimen is
shown in the photographs of Fig. 3.3(a) at Load No. 12 and in Fig.
3.3(b) at Load No. 15. In this latter photograph the local deformation
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of the flange plates can be seen. Although portions of the web appear
to be elastic, these areas have unloaded due to the local deformations
of the web plate. The concave faces of the web are fully yielded.
As the specimen is deformed beyond the load at which local
deformations of the flanges are observed (Load No. 14 in Fig. 3.1),
these local deformations are magnified and the load must be reduced
to maintain equilibrium. This is illustrated by the path of the load-
deformation curve between Load No. 14 and Load No. 20 in Fig. 3.1.
After the flanges have accepted significant local deformations, the
section.becomes somewhat weakened and the lateral deformations of the
specimen become more pronounced. The cause of unloading appears to
be large local plate deformations acting together with the resulting
lateral movements induced in the specimen.
The condition of the specimen at the end of the test is shown
in Figs. 3.4(a), (b), and (c). Figures 3.4(a) and (b) show the large
local plate deformations of the flanges while Fig. 3.4(c) shows the
lateral deformation of the specimen. In the first two photographs the
loading and unloading areas in the web are clearly visible.
The lateral movements of the specimen, u, measured at mid-
height and non-dimensionalized as u/b are plotted in Fig. 3.5. Due
.to the initial imperfections in the column, lateral movements occur
with the first application of load. However, it has been shown that
these movements do not significantly effect the overall structural
behavior until they exceed b/120 which would correspond approximately
to the deformation path beyond Load No. 13. (26)
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The flange movements were also measured during the test and ,are
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plotted in Fig. 3.6. These are the relative movements of the two plates
and do not include any component of the overall ~ovement of the cross
section. Small movements were observed with the first application of
load, ,however, these plate movements were of much smaller order than
the lateral deflections of the cross section and were negligible up
·to Load No. 12. The maximum flange movements were observed at level
A.A. on the cross section as shown in Fig. 3.6. This section was
approximately 12 inches ,from the top of the specimen. The flange
deformations, AFLG, which occurred at this section are plotted versus
the average applied strains in Fig. 3.7. In this figure the applied
strain has been nondimensionalized as e/e. As the average strainy
increases ,there, is a larger increment in flange deformation ,for each
change in ~pplied strain.
The plate deflection measurements were taken only on the
flange plates; the movement of the web plate was observed visually.
In this test the movements of the plate elements were such that com-
patibility was maintained at ,the flange to web junction. This can
,be seen in the photographs of Figs. 3.4 (a) and (b) and the deformed
shape of the cross section conforms to that shown in Fig. 3.8.
It is evident that the actual strain is not applied uniformly
over the cross section but its distribution is influenced by the ini-
tial imperfections of the specimen as a whole and by the initial im-
perfections of the individual plate elements. The measured compres-
sive strains at significant Load Nos. are shown in Figs. 3.9(a) to
(d). At Load No. 10 the strain distribution is relatively uniform
In the concentrically loaded stub column the straindistribu-
ments at the same strain. Where, for some reason, the stiffnesses
3.4(a) and (b).
of the ~eb and flanges differ greatly, there is a possibility that
-56
tion along the height of the specimen is approximately uniform, so
that yielding will progress in a somewhat random fashion. In contrast,
for other common structural situations, the yielded portions may he
confined to particular areas of the member and this must be accounted
for in any analysis of local buckling. (25) In the test discussed
above the flange and web plates appear to undergo out-of-planemove-
297.19
although there seems to be a slight gradient from west to east across
the section. The same tendency exists at Load No. 12. At Load No. 14
the individual plates show evidence of bending out of the loading
plane and this trend is continued in the sketch corresponding to Load
No. 16. The loading and unloading faces of the individual plates
correspond to those which can be seen in the photographs of Figs.
In summary, the initial imperfections of the specimen produce
out-of-planemotions of the member and its individual ~lementswhich
are in evidence from the initiation of loading. So-called local
buckling is simply a magnification of these plate movements caused
at first by the reduction in stiffness of the specimen as yielding
progresses over the length; then, in the later stages, by the in-
crease in the applied load due to strain-hardening. Unloading of
the specimen occurs after the local plate deformations .have become
relatively large and are accompanied by lateral deformation of the
member as a whole.
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3.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
ent problem. This section will review primarily those investigations
relationship. Because of the peculiar stress-strain characteristics
participation of the other plate elements.
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A great amount of research has been done on the plate buckling
problem. (46) Many of these investigations deal with the buckling of
elastic plates or plates having an elastic-plastic or roundhouse .0 - €
~hich have considered plates strained in such a manner that they are
fully yielded, or strain-hardened, before buckling occurs.
of the structural steels, the buckling of elements which have been de-
formed into the strain-hardening range presents an essentially differ-
significant local movements will occur in one plate only, without the
297.19
The original work on the problem of plate buckling in the
strain-hardening range was done by Haaijer. (47) This work assumed
that the entire plate ·was fully yielded as a result of a compressive
strain applied parallel to the longitudinal axis of the plate. Due to
the yielding process, the plate is con~idered to be orthogonally
anisotropic, that is, .in two directions (in this case parallel to and
perpendicular to the direction of the applied stress) the material
properties are different. The differential equation expressing the
equilibrium of the bent plate may be written and solved for the applied
stress at which bifurcation of theequi libriumposition occurs. Alter-
natively, the problem maybe solved by an energy approach. (48) The
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external work done by the applied stress during buckling .mustequal
the internal work done .by the plate. This results in the following
integral equation:
-58
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I dxdy
I
I
I
(3.1)
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In Eq. 3.1, D , D ,D and G are the stiffnesses of the ma-
x y xy st .
terialin the strain-hardening range. The thickness of the plate is
t and cris the stress applied parallel to the longitudinal axis of
x
the plate (the x direction). The deflection ~f the plate is denoted
as w, and the appropriate derivatives used in Eq. 3.1 are taken in
the x ~irectionor across the width of the plate (the ydirection).
The integrations are performed over the area of the plate.
Equation·3.l may be solved by assuming a deflected shape ·which
is reasonable ·for the plate considered. If the dimensions of the
plate and the material properties are known the stress at which the
plate will buckle can be obtained . Alternatively, if the applied
stress is specified, Eq. 3.1 may be solved for the limiting geometri-
cal proportions required for the plate to buckle at the specified stress.
This latter approach was used by Haaijer to obtain limits on the flange
plates, however, the direct stiffnesses in each direction as well as
. ling at a minimum stress. Since this stress is actually the yield
material properties.
that the length of ~he local buckle be that which would produce buck-
-59
The tests performed by Haaijer were used primarily to provide
the torsional rigidity and the cross-stiffnesses play important roles.
Haaijerrelated these constants to the half wave length of the local
buckle and from observations on tested specimens was able to select
reasonable values of the stiffness properties. (49)
and web geometry so that the plate would buckle at the yield stress~47)
stress, an indirect relationship is obtained between the bit ratio
of the plate and its material properties. The use of this length
implies that the applied strain is developed uniformly along the plate
so that the plate will buckle as soon as the stress reaches the yield
value and the material condition is that implied by the choice of the
In order to use this type of solution some relationship must
be established between the width of the plate, b, and the length of
the local buckle. Haaijer obtained such a relationship ,by requiring
297.19
,the material stiffness used were those deemed appropriate for the
strain~hardening range.
In order to select material properties which would result in
reasonable solutions, Haaijer correlated the theoretical values with
tests performed on wide flange shapes. (28) For plates supported along
one edge only, .as.in the case for the flange, the dominant property
. is the torsional rigidity in the strain-hardening range. For web
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values for the material constants but, in addition, the restraint due
to the adjacent plate elements had to be evaluated. (28) It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that Haaijer's solutions are sometimes regarded as
case a solution for a plate subjected to a uniform strain was adjusted
and bending must be looked on with particular caution, as for thisI
I
. .. 1 (50)sem~-emp~r~ca • The web buckling solution for combined axial load
I
I
I
I
I
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in a rather arbitrary manner and applied to a plate subjected to a
strain gradient. (49)
For sections having small warping rigidities the phenomena of
torsional buckling and local buckling are coincident. (5) Fisher et al
used the torsional buckling solution, neglecting the warping stiffness
of the plate, to limit the slenderness ratio of the flange plate to
be used in haunched corner connections. (51) In this investigation
the material constants used were those developed by Haaijer and the
restraint due to the web was neglected.
Lay carried out studies using the torsional buckling model
shown in Fig. 3.10. The basic equation for this case is given by:(5)
1 3
eIn Eq.3.2, Kt is the St. Venant torsional stiffness, )bt ,
7 b\3 (5)
and Iw is the warping stiffness given as 16 144 by thick plate theory.
The restraint due to the web action is denoted by k, the rotational
.1
I
I
13 bt (3.2)
I spring constant. Lay assumed the section to deform as shown in Fig.3.ll
,I
and obtained the spring constant as:
w
3
k= '3(d _ 2t) (3.3)
I
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This results in:
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The value of G in these expressions is not Haaijer's experi-
st
mentally determined value but rather that derived by Lay from a consid-
eration of the discontinuous yielding process of structural steel. (27)
This theoretical basis makes it possible to extend Lay's work to other
materials which yield in the same manner as the low carbon steels.
The only term which remains to be determined is that which con-
tains the length of the local buckle, n TIlL. It is usual in plate
problems of this nature to choose the integer value of n which gives
h 1 1 f P (5) However a good estimate of n may be obtainedt e owest va ue 0 •
by differentiating the expression for P (Eq. 3.2) with respect to Land
. h 1 l' (49)sett~ng t e resu t equa to zero.
the influence of the web restraint and concluded that in most ,cases
Lay made two additional contributions. He first investigated
I
I
I
L
nTI
JEt I \,s w
, k (3.4 )
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it was negligible. Secondly he accounted for the structural behavior
of the member in applying the .local buckling solutions. Thus the beam
subjected to uniform moment was found to local buckle as a result of
prior lateral buckHng while for the beam subjected to moment gradient,
local buckling ,was the cause of lateral buckling. (25,26)
The work discussed above based the local buckling strength of
the plate on the value obtained from an initial motion type of solution
based on the tangent modulus. It has been shown for columns that gen-
erally the tangent modulus does provide a reasonable estimate of the
strength of the member. (52) However, in some cases it has been found
I
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that the ultimate strength of such a member is quite removed from the
tangent modulus load. (53) In addition, a knowledge of the strength
alone.may not be sufficient. Especially for the case of members sub-
jected to a moment gradient, the complete load-deformation path of the
plate would he most useful.
Kato has provided a step in this direction by analyzing a plate
using a modified yield-line approach. (54,55) Kato first assumed the
location of yield lines in the buckled plate. The deformed flange
plate and the corresponding mechanism are shown in Fig. 3.12. The
virtual work expressions are then used to equate the external work
done by the yield stress acting through the longitudinal deformations
to the internal work done by the bending moments and shear forces in
the plate. To express the work done by the bending.moments, Kato first
used the reduced value of the plastic moment, M , to account for thepc .
axial force in the plate. The expression for the reduced plastic mo-
ment is:
(3.5)
the applied strain parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
is cr , the value of M on those yield lines perpendicular toy pc
this direction is zero. Thus the internal work done along the yield
lines shown as BB' and DD' in Fig. 3.12 is also·zero. Under this
assumption the yield line method loses one of its most important ad-
vantages -- the strength of the plate as a function of a chosen geo-
metrical parameter never has a minimum for finite values of this geo-
metrical parameter. Thus, the correct yield line pattern cannot be
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obtained by any rational analysis. Although Kato's results are reason-
able for the dimensions chosen, a small variation in these dimensions
could produce entirely different results. Because of the assumptions
made, the strength of the plate is not related to the strain-hardening
properties of the material. There is also no attempt in this study to
relate the local buckling strength to the loading and restraint condi-
tions on the plate in question.
Although this particular study does not lead directly to a com-
pleteknowledge of the load-deformation relationship for a plate, it
appears to be the logical point at which an investigation should be
initiated to determine this relationship thus enabling the behavior of
the plate to be followed well into the post buckling range.
In summary, the work by Lay and Haaijer has provided solutions
which produce safe, although in some cases overly conservative, re-
.. fl 1 f . d b (27,28,47)str~ct~ons on ange p ate geometry or, sections use as earns.
The local buckling of web plates subject to a uniform compressive strain
has also been investigated. (49) The critical portion of the work that
remains is to evaluate the local buckling strength of plate elements in
sections subjected to a strain gradient. At the present time (1966)
there does not appear to be any rational method of accounting for the
post buckling capacity of the plate elements deformed into the strain-
hardening range.
I
I
3.3 FLANGE BUCKLING - WEB UNDER STRAIN GRADIENT
Both Lay and Haaijer treated local flange buckling as the buck-
I
I
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ling of a plate restrained by a spring representing the influence of the
web. Haaijer determined the stiffness of this spring experimentally,
while Lay obtained an analytical expression for the spring.constant by
assuming the web to act as a propped cantilever. (27,47) This expres-
sion is given as Eq. 3.3; in the derivation Lay considered the web
plate to be in the fully yielded condition.
It has been shown that, due to the discontinuous nature of the
yielding process, the material must either be elastic or in the strain-
hardening range, even though the measured strain over a finite gage
length is between the yield strain and that at the onset of strain-
hardening. (45)
In the case of a section subjected to a strain gradient (in a
beam or beam-column) the non-uniform strain distribution across the
web plate could introduce considerable difficulty in the buckling pro-
blem, as an evaluation of the material properties in a partially yielded
plate does not appear to be practical. (56) However, it is of interest
to consider the material condition in the web plate subjected to a
strain gradient as the maximum strain in the plate approaches the
strain-hardening strain.
The section is shown in Fig. 3.13. It has been shown that in
order to initiate yielding in the plate the stress at some point must
reach icr where i is slightly greater than 1.0. (45) Lay assumed i = 1.05y
but for the purposes of this discussion any reasonable value will suf-
fice. The formation of a yield plane is a dynamic process; it requires
a smaller stress to advance than it does to initiate the yield plane.
I
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Thus, once the yield plane is initiated it extends to the level at which
o < o. If the average strain at the top of the plate is > i€ , at dis-y y
crete points along the top edge of the plate yield lines will form and
progress dynamically to the region where the local strain is < €. This,y
is shown as stage No.1 in Fig. 3.13. As the average strain at the top
edge of the plate is increased, more and more yield planes will be ini-
tiated at the top of the plate and will progress through the plate to a
depth greater than that to which the earlier yield lines had progressed.
During this second stage of loading, those yield planes which were pre-
viously formed will also extend, until finally at stage No.2 all the
yield planes present in the plate extend to the depth where € < € . If
Y
the average strain at the top edge of the plate is increased to est'
then the plate should be fully yielded from the top to a depth where
€ < €. In other words the plate yields in layers, and ona localy
basis plane sections before bending do not remain plane during the plas-
tic yielding process.
It follows, that in the case discussed, the relevant material
properties in the fully yielded portion of the plate will be those which
characterize the strain-hardening portion of the stress-strain curve,
while the remainder of the plate remains elastic.
From the above discussion the web restraint may be evaluated
for the various loading conditions which may be encountered. Inthe
case of the beam the expression for the web spring constant given by
Lay may be modified slightly to account for the actual condition of the
rna teria1. (27)
in length. The tension portion of the web is acted upon by
I
I
I
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The web of a beam has a stiff elastic core which is (d-2t)€y
est
I
I
I
I
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large membrane forces which tend to hold it in anundeflected position.
It has been observed that when local buckling does occur only the com-
pressed part of the web participates in the buckle. A typical photo-
graph showing this action is given as Fig. 3.14. Since the elastic
core is stiff relative to the yielded portion of the flange, it is
reasonable to assume that the yielded portion of the web acts as a
propped cantilever as shown in Fig. 3.15. The plate is assumed to be
fixed at the junction of the elastic and fully yielded areas. The
spring .constant expressing the restraint offered by the web is now:
I
I
'3
2Gst est wk = ----------
3 (d (e t- e ) - 2t e )
s y y
(3.6)
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The influence of this change on the strength of the flange
plate is not great and may be neglected, but the use of this reason-
ing for other cases enables the influence of the loading condition on
the web restraint to be evaluated in a rational manner.
It is obvious that to modify Eq. 3.6 for a section subjected
to axial.load and bending moment, it is necessary only to locate·the
position of the neutral axis when the flange is on the verge of local
buckling.
It has been shown that for column sections subjected to rela-
tively high axial loads (above P/Py = 0.30) the neutral axis is in the
flange when the cross section is subjected to M . This is confirmedpc
by the results of eccontric stub column tests. (56)
I
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The restraint provided by the fully yielded web is not signi-
ficant in evaluating the local buckling capacity of the flange. (27) How-
ever, it does influence the optimum length at which a local buckle will
form under a uniformly applied strain. This factor will be discussed
in a later section.
3.4 WEB BUCKLING
The problem of web buckling of members in plastically designed
structures has not received a great deal of attention. This is partly
because of the difficulties involved in the problem and partly because
of its relative lack of importance for low rigid frame structures. The
existing work on this problem as applied to plastic design is due al-
most entirely to Haaijer. (28,47,49)
Elastic solutions for web buckling under a uniformly applied
strain are available in the literature. (5) For a member used in a
plastically designed structure, .the case of uniform strain will be rela-
tively rare. The member will be satisfactory if it attains the yield
load, P. (P = Aa )(49) In this situation the cross section may bey y y
subjected to small inelastic strains due to the compressive residual
stresses present. (57) The buckling of the web plate under these condi-
tions has been studied analytically and the maximum web 'slenderness,
d/w, which will allow the web plate to reach its yield stress has been
determined. Ostapenko has given this value as
where a is measured in pounds per square inch. (46)y
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(3.7)
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Equation 3.7 is a compromise, as it represents an expression
intermediate between that for the elastic buckling of a simply sup-
ported plate and a plate fixed at the unloaded edges. Since the flanges
will be proportioned to eliminate elastic local buckling, the web plate
will be forced to buckle with the unloaded edges essentially fixed a-
gainst rotation. Thus Eq. 3.7 should be conservative.
The original proposal for web geometry was based on the elastic
solution for a simply supported plate but modified to account for the
results of the stub column tests performed on wide-flange shapes. (28)
Figure 3.16 shows a plot of the critical stress, cr ,nondimensionalized
cr
as cr /0, versus the d/w of the web. The solid lines in this figure
cr y
correspond to the elastic solution .terminatedat cr /cr = 1.0. (46) The
cr y
yield stress used was 38 ksi. This corresponds approximately to the
measured yield stress for three of Haaijer's tests - D2, D4, and D6. (28)
The limiting value given by Eq. 3.7 is 41.2. These three test points
are plotted on Fig. 3.16. A closer examination of the test results
shows that in both Test D2 and D6, flange and web movements occurred
simultaneously, thus the only case in which web buckling .can be said
to have definitely occurred before large flange movements is in Test
D4. (28) The three test results are plotted again in Fig. 3.17. In
this figure the d/w ratios are plotted versus the ·strains at which
large plate movements were observed. It can be seen that the critical
I
I
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web b~ck1ing strain for Test D4 was above the yield strain. In addi-
tion, the detailed results for this test show that although the web
did buckle prematurely, causing .adrop in load, on further deformation
the load again increased and exceeded the yield load. The cause of
final unloading was the local flange buckling.
However, the present recommendations limit the d/w ratio to
43 (for A36 steel). (58) This result is based primarily on considera-
tion of Haaijers Test D6. It can be seen from Figs. 3.16 and 3.17
that failure was due to elastic buckling. It appears, however, that
the mode of failure was combined buckling of the web and flange thus
the test is not a valid one on which to base specifications.
To clear up the situation a series of tests is planned for
concentrically loaded stub columns. The object of these tests will
be to determine, for various b/t ratios, the maximum d/w ratios which
can be used and still have the stub column reach its yield load. The
tests will be performed on members of A36 and A44l material.
The problem of web buckling for a section subjected to bend-
ing and axial load is less clear. Following the reasoning presented
in the previous section, if the flange is required to reach the strain-
hardening strain, the web material (to the boundary of the elastic
core·- see Fig. 3.15) should be fully yielded. However, if the mater-
ia1 properties corresponding to the fully yielded material are used
the limitations on web geometry are unduly conservative.
Haaijer concluded that the modulus of elasticity in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the applied strain, E , should be close to they
I
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to the elastic value, E, instead of the value proposed by Lay, Gst~28)
Haaijer then justified this increase in strength on the basis of an
assumed biaxial stress condition in the plate due to the imperfections
continuous yielding by Lay is close to that obtained using the incre-
mental theory of plasticity by Hilndelman and Prager. (27,59)
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present in the section. The value of E predicted on the basis of dis-y
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Coupled with the difficulties in choosing material constants
for this case are those involved in analyzing the restraint conditions
and the necessity of accounting for the non-uniform strain distribution.
Haaijer obtained reasonable limits on web geometry by using .a solution
for the uniformly compressed plate and then choosing the maximum strain
to which the compression flange should be subjected • (49)
In view of the somewhat arbitrary adjustments involved in the
solutions which pertain to the web plate subjected to a strain gradient,
a series of tests has been ~lanned to determine the limiting web geo-
metry which will allow the compression flange to be fully yielded over
its optimum length before local buckling occurs. These tests will be
outlined in the next section
3.5 PROPOSED TEST PROGRAM
The test program proposed in this section has a rather broad
aim, that is: to observe the influence of changes in web geometry on
the rotation capacity of beam-columns. More specifically; for a given
I
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loading condition on a "just compact" section, the d/w of the web will
be determined so that the compression flange will be fully yielded over
its optimum length before local buckling occurs. This would represent
the optimum behavior that could be expected from a member in aplasti-
cally designed structure.
The proposed test arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.18. The member
under test is placed in a horizontal position and bolted to an upright
frame, which is in turn bolted to the structural floor. An axial load
is applied to the member by means of two tension jacks (one is shown
in Fig. 3.18, the second is hidden behind the member under test) placed
to eliminate lateral bending of the specimen. The jacks are connected
in series with dynamometers and deliver load to the member through a
plate bearing on the-end of the specimen. The jack reactions are
picked up by a second plate which delivers them to the upright column
of the supporting frame through a set of rollers as shown in Fig. 3.18.
Bending moment is applied to the member by means of a tension
jack placed in the vertical position. The jack is erected in series
with a dynamometer and acts on the member through lugs welded to the
top flange.
The testing arrangement is designed to:
(1) Subject the member to axial load and bending moment in
a situation which is common in both braced and unbraced
(60 61)
multi-story frames. '
I
I
(2) Observe local buckling in a member which is subjected to
axial load in addition to a moment gradient. In this
The test specimen should have a length to depth ratio of at
least 5 to allow a sufficient length for the formation of a local buckle
curvature conditions, the series of tests will provide additional im-
portant information on the behavior of beam-columns having practical
slenderness ratios.
The first test series will be performed on "just compact" sec-
tions under varying axial load ratios. The tests planned are shown in
Table 3.1. The d/w ratios shown are tentative only, and may be adjusted
In a local buckling sense the most important information sought
is that relating to the behavior of the web. This becomes important
primarily in beam sections used in the lower stories of braced frames
to carry the axial forces from the diagonal bracing.
-72
Eventually, to obtain information which will lead to a
rational determination of the plate stiffness coefficients
used by Haaijer. (28)
column test.
situation the strain gradient across the web plate can
be varied, but more important, the influence of the re-
stricted zone of yielding can be studied. The test
situation shown in Fig. 3.18 simulates the real member
to a much greater degree than does the eccentric stub
(3)
to occur and provide room for instrumentation. In this range the smaller
beam sections (which will be used to provide slender webs) would have a
strong axis slenderness ratio of 10-15. Since the column simulates to
some extent one half of the column in an unbraced frame under double
297.19
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be adjusted from a consideration of the results of Test WB-l, etc. In
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if necessary.
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The d/w ratios for Tests WB-2 to WB-4 will
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each case the object will be to determine the maximum possible ratio
of d/w that will allow satisfactory behavior. In flexural action the
web is relatively less important than the flanges. Since the post-
buckling strength of the web will be observed it is hoped that some
liberalization of the present specifications will be possible. In
spite of large web slenderness ratios, in at least Some situations un-
loading will be triggered by the local buckling of the flange.
In this type of test the axial load is applied first to the
specimen and held constant during the test. The moment is then applied,
using increments first of load, then of deflection. The vertical de-
flections of the member are measured.at several points along its length
together with the rotation at the "fixed-end". Thus the internal
forces in the specimen can be determined. The local flange deforma-
tions are measured with a dial gage placed in pre-punched holes drilled
on the inside of the flanges. The local web deformations are measured
with dial gages which bear against the web plate. A most important
part of the test is the observation of the flange yield pattern in the
plastic hinge area.
A pilot test, WB-l, has been performed and the results are
plotted in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20. The specimen was a modified 5WF18.5
section of A44lsteel which was modified so that bit = 13.5 and d/w = 60.7.
Figure 3.19 plots the transverse load, H, versus the transverse deflec-
tion,~. The dashed lines represent the theoretically predicted be-
havior of the member, assuming that web and flange local buckling do
curves.
mations and the secondary moments are accounted for.
Chapter 5. The actual member behavior should be bounded by these two
not influence the response. The initial portion of the prediction
curve is based on the elastic behavior of the member. The shear defor-
-74297.19
The present solutions assume that local flange buckling will
not occur until the yielded length, ~L, reaches 2.4b. (27)
For test WB-l, local flange buckling occurred at a yielded
length of approximately 1.9b. The progression of yielding is shown in
Fig. 3.20 which shows a plot of the load, H, versus the yielded length,
~L. Since the section used did not meet the compact definition for the
actual material properties used (bit = 13.5 versus a compact bit = 12.8)
it appears that the behavior obtained was close to the optimum. Addi-
tional tests will be performed to further investigate the problem. A
The lower descending dashed line represents. the behavior after
a plastic hinge has formed at the face of the connection. To maintain
equilibrium, the force, H, must be decreased as the deformation is in-
creased. To account for the increased strength of the area adjacent to
the connection, the upper descending dashed line represents the response
of the member assuming that the plastic hinge has formed a distance, d,
from the face of the connection. This correction will be discussed in
The experimentally observed behavior follows the upper curve
up to Load No. 14, even though web buckling occurred at Load No. 10
(as shown by the arrow)~ The response did not falloff until after
local flange buckling had occurred, between Load Nos. 13 and 14.
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report containing the detailed results is in preparation.
It is hoped that this series of tests will determine safe and
economical solutions to the plate buckling problem as applied to mem-
bers in plastically designed structures. The test arrangement is
simple, yet subjects the member to a loading condition which is typi-
cal in plastically designed frames. In addition the tests will pro-
vide badly needed information on the behavior of beam-columns under
high axial loads.
I
I
3.6 FLANGE BUCKLING - SHORT YIELDED LENGTHS
In the previous initial motion solutions, the member is
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assumed to buckle locally only after a sufficient area of the com-
pression flange has fully yielded to enable the flange to buckle at
(27 47)
a minimum stress. ' The flange slenderness ratio (bit) which
satisfies this condition is termed "compact" and only compact sec-
.tions are deemed suitable for plastically designed structures. It
is assumed in this section that web buckling will not occur.
The belief that the above situation must hold for members in
plastically designed structures stems from two conditions:
(a) Convenience; the use of an optimum fully yielded length
leads to a considerable simplification of the plate buck-
ling equations and the cortesponding specifications.
(b) The tests on which Haaijer and Lay based this theory were
I
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all performed on simply supported beams of compact or
near compact proportions or on stub columns. Thus local
buckling did occur when the optimum length was fully
I
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yielded.
However, different structures require different amounts of in-
elastic rotation in order to attain the simple plastic theory load. (It
is assumed throughout this dissertation that attainment of this load
represents satisfactory performance of the structure.) If the required
rotation is known and is less than that corresponding to the optimum
yielded length, a significant liberalization of the plate slenderness
limitations can be achieved.
It has been shown that the fully yielded length may be related
to the rotation capacity and hence to the required plateslenderness~22)
Consider the member segment of length, L, shown in Fig. 3.2l(a).
to ~Mo'
that La
It is subjected to a bending moment distribution which varies from M
o
cross section, the curvature distribution is as shown in Fig. 3.2l(b)527 )
I
I
I that
The moment ratio, f>' is positive as shown and is chosen so
~ 0 ~ - 1.0~ If M exceeds M, the length of the segment
fOP
is fully yielded is TL. Assuming a shape factor of unity for the
I
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As in Chapter 2, the inelastic rotation, gH' will be taken as
the rotation occurring over the yielded length, TL, after the maximum
moment, M , attains a value of M. From Fig. 3.2l(b), the total rota-
o p
tion can be taken as the area under the curvature diagram for the length
TL. (25)
corresponding to a given yielded length. If the inelastic change in
-77
(3.12)
(3.9)
(3.8)
[ ~ (1 - p) Jl
[ : ~L(l - fl
(3.11)
est 1 E
e - '2 (1 + 0) +~
y ) st
TL
L
M
TL (1
-J»L
0 1.0 (3.10)-.- - =M
P 1 - TL (1 - p)L
By substituting Eq. 3.10 in Eq.3.8 and subtracting the elastic
Equation 3.11 permits the calculation of the inelastic rotation
From the geometry of the bending moment diagram of Fig. 3.2l(a)
The rotation occurring over this same length up to the attain-
the inelastic rotation can be approximated by:
rotation from the total rotation, the inelastic hinge rotation is:
ment of M can also be taken from Fig. 3.2l(b) as that area bounded byp
the dashed lines:
curvature is approximated by the cross-hatched area shown in Fig. 3.2l(c),
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This approach is very similar to that used by Horne in another
context. (4) The significance of the approximation will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 5; it is sufficient to say that the approximation is
entirely satisfactory for the structural steels.
The critical stress, cr , at which torsional buckling ·of a
. cr .
L (27)yielded flange plate will occur is given by aYe In the following
expression the restraint offered by the web has been modified as in a
previous section.
~LGst bt3 + 2 b\3(~TI) 7cr = E . 144cr b\ .3 st 16
2 G e 3 2
J
w
-2te ) ~ n~)st st (3.13 )+ 3(d (e t-e )s y y
In the usual structural situation, the yielded portion of the
plate is restrained by a stiff elastic portion on one side and by a
load or reaction point on the other. Thus the plate is forced to take
the shape shown in Fig. ·3.22. The half wave length of the local buckle,
tin, is related to the yielded length, TL, by:
I --i..- = TLTIn 2TI (3.14 )
I From Fig. 3.2l(a) the maximum moment on the member,M , iso
I
I
given by:
M
M = ---p~.---
o TL1 - L
(3.15 )
I
I
Under the assumptions of this section the maximum stress, a
o
' is
then:
If, conservatively, b is replaced by /12 r and the maximumy
stress is assumed to act over the entire yielded length, the bit ratio
This is essentially the same relationship used by Lay and
I
,I
I
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I
I
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at which buckling will occur is given by:
2
+-G
. 3 st
7
16
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(3. 16)
1
(L/r )2y
(3.17)
I
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Haaijer, however, in these previous studies the value of the yielded
length, 'fL, was obtained by applying the rules of differential calculus
to Eq. 3.13, and solving for the buckled length, t, at which ~ be-
er
comes a minimum.
In this section the value of the yielded length, 'fL, will be
taken from Eq. 3.12, which will ensure that a sufficient length has
yielded so that an inelastic hinge rotation QH has taken place. If
this hinge rotation is taken as the value required for the structure
to forma collapse mechanism, then the bit value which results from Eq.
3.17 will be such that the section will localbu~kle at the load produc-
ingcollapse.
As an example, consider the fixed-end beam shown in the insert
of Fig. 3.23(a). (41) The curve in Fig. 3.23(a) plots the load-deforma-
tion relationship for the beam based on elastic-plastic theory. The
I
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sequence of hinge formation is A, B and C. The required hinge rota-
tions are given in Fig. 3.23(b). Points A and B must rotate through
Q=0 L/6 after hinge formation.H p
It will be assumed that the member is a l4WF30 section and the
length is 30 ft. The material is A36 (0" =36 ksi, e: = lle:y' E =Y st st
E/33) • The moment ratio, r ' may be taken as -1. O. From Eq.3.l2 'fL/L ,-
0.0152. The l4WF30 section has a bit value of 17.6 which would normally
not be acceptable in a plastically designed structure.
If the member and material properties are substituted into Eq.
3.17, the critical bit value is 19.3. Since the member provides a bit
of 17.6, it will provide sufficient rotation capacity before the onset
of local buckling for the complete mechanism to form.
The above procedure may be considered too involved for a design
procedure. However, with the use of high strength steels in multi-story
frames the range of useable column sizes is ,drastically diminished and
it may be found necessary to adopt such procedures.
The analysis of multi-story frames in the inelastic range is
complex and it is only recently that a computer program has been avail-
able for such a task. (62) As yet, the computations have been performed
only forunbraced frames of A36 material. However, one such frame will
an example. (63)
The frame is shown in Fig. 3.24(a) with the m~mber sizes.as
determined by a plastic design method. The hinges which had formed in
the structure at the ultimate load are shown in Fig. 3.24(b). The
I
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hinge locations are shown by solid circles. The program used to analyze
the frame determined the condition of the frame at load increments of
0.1 times the design ultimate load. The numbers adjacent to each hinge
location represent the proportion of design ultimate load at which the
hinge first appeared. The·frame reached its actual ultimate load at
an applied (computer) load between L 0 and L 1 times the design ulti-
mate load. Probably close ,to the former.
The two column hinges are of prime significance.. These formed
at the design ultimate load. Thus, in theory, they require. no rotation
capacity and provided the bIt of the sections used was less than that
required to eliminate elastic buckling (bIt < 32), the section would
be adequate.
To be conservative, it will be assumed that the hinges formed
at 0.9 times the design ultimate load. The required hinge rotations
to reach the design ultimate load may then be computed from the bending
moment diagram and the frame·deformations. For hinge B7 the required
rotation was 0.140 Land for hinge DS the rotation was 0.22 0 L.
P , P
The hinge rotations are 'substituted into Eq. 3.12 and the
yielded lengths which result along with the properties of the member
are substituted into Eq. 3.17. The critical values of bIt which re-
su1t are 27.7 and 28.6 for the two hinges. Obviously, the extent of
yielding in the member will be small below the ultimate load. This
is to be expected of columns in multi-story frames designed by presently
proposed methods but should not be regarded as inevitable. (60,61)
The conclusions resulting ·from the 'work of this section are
firstly: that because of the manner of the progression ·of yielding in
the structural steels, sections which are non-compact may still be ex-
pected to deliver a certain rotation capacity before 'local buckling ·of
the-section occurs. In many cases it appears that the delivered rota-
tion capacity of a section will be sufficient to enable the structure
to reach its ultimate load. Secondly, it may be practicable to use
non-compact sections as columns in multi-story frames. This problem
is most important where the use of low alloy columns would be justified
to carry high axial loads. It is gratifying to note that with very little
additional work on the part of the designer, the methods of analysis used
for multi-story frames ,could be used to estimate the rotation capacity
requirement.
I
I
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that the results which have been obtained for A36steel maybe modified
to predict the ultimate 'strength of A44l columns. (65) This extrapola-
which have been fitted to the -results of computations of the ultimate
strength of beam_columns~(58,64) The .procedure used for the computa-
tion of the ultimate strength is numerical, however, it has been shown
adjacent members may accept additional load. Thus the unloading por-
tion of a particular member may be -pertinent to the determination of
the m;a.xi mum strengt,h of the structure.
In formtilating~esign rules the member must be considered as
a part oia plastically designed structure and its :interactionwith
other parts of the structure considered. One member ina structure
may unload while, in order to maintain a compatible deformation .pattern,
-83
MEMBERS IN PLASTICALLY DESIGNED STRUCTURES4.
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The initial secttonsof this :chapter will consider the be-
havior of beams :under uniform moment and moment gradient. Forthese
members design rules are proposed which have adequate -analytical and
experimental background and which are, to :someextent, conservative.
Later sections are-devoted to the behavior of beam columns. The -de-
sign of these members is presently accomplished by the use of curves
The primary purpose of this investigation is to formulate de-
sign rules which wi 11 permit the use of .low alloy steel members, with
yield stress levels up to 50 ksi in plastically designed structures..
Where this is notyetpqssi,ble, the areas requiring additional re-
search must be c'learly defined.
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t·ion procedure 'is. examined and found to give -adequate and conservative
results.
The remainder of this chapter consists of brief discussions on
the design of axially loaded columns and connections and a short out-
line of the problems of shear and web crippling. In these areas major
resear~h ef~orts are in progress or are proposed.
I
I
4.1 BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM MOMENT
Beams subjected to loading ,conditions which produce a uniform
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
moment over a portion of the ' length have .been considered at great length
in the' literature. (66) This perhaps undue emphasis is primarily be-
cause of the feeling that the .beam subjected to a uniform moment repre-
sents one'of the. worst: lateral buckling situations. In addition, this
problem is deceptively simple in the elastic range. Lay and Galambos
have recently examined the inelastic behavior of such elements and
have formulated expressions for computing the rotation capacity of the
(26)
member.
It isusefti,l ,to review the .behavior of beams subjected to uni-
form moment so that conclusions can be ,generated concerning the rota-
tionswhich these members should be required to sustain. The nondimen-
sionalized moment-rotation (M/M vs Q/Q ) curve, for Test HT-29 is shownp pI . F' 4 1 (29)~n ~g. •• The beam behaves elastically up to Load No. ,6; ,at
I
this stage the applied strains add to the residual strains to produce
yielding and resulting non-linearity in the M-Q curve. The load on
I
I
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the ·member continues to increase and the full plastic moment is attained
(and slightly exceeded) at Load No.8. As additional rotation is ap-
plied to the member it continues to carry the full plastic moment up to
Load No. 14. Beyond this stage the load drops off.
Due to the initial lateral deformations .presentin the member,
the compression flange of the beam deflects laterally while thein-plane
·deformation is applied. These lateral movements are smaLl up to Load
No. 8 and are then magnified by the decrease in stiffness of the com-
pres'Sion flange as the yielding process take'S 'place. The strains
caused by the lateral bending of the flange add to those induced by
the in-plane deformations in the area surrounding the mid-span concave
portion of the fLange. This is shown in Fig. 4.2. Once the flange in
this region has become fully yielded local buckling will occur and the
beam will unload. This unloading is assumed to mark the end of the
useful life of the member segment. (26)
Based on the behavior described above an expression relating
the rotation capacity to theunbraced length of the member has been
formulated:
I
I
Ie
--y
TT
1
cr
Y1 + 0.7 E (e _ e )
stst . Y
(4.1)
I
I
I
I
InEq. 4.1 K is the effective length factor for lateral buck-
ling. K is taken as 0.54 for adjacent spans which remain essentially
elastic and 0.80 for fully yielded adjacent spans. An adjacent span
is considered fully yielded if the moment gradient across the span
length is greater than O.8S.(26)
tion capacity, R, which is defined as
I
I
I
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The other term in Eq. 4.1 that requires explanation is the rota-
I oQp - 1 (4.2)
I
I
I
I
In Eq. 4.2, Q is the rotation at the initiation of unloading and g isp
the rotation at M if the beam behaved elastically. The terms arep
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
The optimum rotation capacity would be obtained if the average
. flange strain was .increased to e t. For a compact section this would
s.
cause ·local flange buckling due only to the in-p lane strains • Because
of the lateral bending strains in the member, local buckling will occur
before ,the average applied strains reach e and it has been shown that
st
the optimum rotation capacity is given by:
I
I
I R =0.8opT
(e t- e )
s y
ey
(4.3)
Substituting this value for R in Eq •.4.1 we obtain for the
critical bracing spacingI
I
I
.L
r y
TT
K Jejl + 0.56y
(4.4)
I
I
It ·ispresently recommended that this spacing be used for all
cases where the moment ratio on the span is greater than 0.7. (41) The
inelastic end rotation through which the full plastic moment could be
I
I
I
·sustained would be equal to 40pL fora material having est = 11
(This is typical for A36 and A44l steels.)(29)
e •y
I
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The value of the required rotation capacity for simple ,struc-
tures has been studied by Driscoll and Kerfoot. (67,68,69) These re-
quirements are ,based on an elastic-plastic analysis and are interest-
ing ,from several points ,of view. The continuous beams studied were
three span structures and required three hinges to form a mechanism~67,68)
Because of symmetry, two of the three _hinges formed simultaneously.
For practical span and load ratios ,the first hinge did not form ina
region of uniform moment. In fact , this ,could only occur fora ratio
of side span load to center span load below 0.2 for concentrated loads,
or 0.3 ,for a uniformly distributed 10ad.(67,69) Considering the re1a-
tiveva1ues of dead and live loads 'it would ,be unlikely to have the
ratio fall in this range of values.. It should be noted that if this
two slender, lightly loaded adjacent spans. In general the rotation
requirement decreases as the restraint offered to the span underuni-
This value is based on the uniform moment span being restrained by
I
I
I
highly improbable 'situation did occur the inelastic rotation,
quired to complete the mechanism would be in the order of 0.5
gR' re-
o L. (69)
p
I
I
I
I
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form moment increases,. Thus the ,situation studied represents the most
critical case. Any change in the structural arrangement could only
serve ,to increase the restraint on the 'uniform moment portion or to
change the moment ratio on the span.
It follows then from the above discussion that
(1) There 'are no practical case's in which a hinge forming
in a region of uniform moment is required to deliver
rotation capacity.
I
I
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(2) Even for "non-practical" cases the rotation requirement
is in the order of one-eighth that which is provided for
b h d b · . . (41)y t e propose rac~ng spac~ng requ~rements.
(2) Item 2 above is based on results obtained for the uniform
moment region of a three span continuous beam. Driscoll
has investigated single story frames as well and even .in
this case the maximum required hinge angle is 1.03 0 L.
P
This value ,covers cases of moment gradient as well as
uniform moment.
Thus it appears that it would be satisfactory to permit bracing
I
I
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spacing which would allow the beam under moment gradient to reach its
full plastic moment value without delivering any appreciable rotation
capacity.
However, before ,this step ,can be taken, its full implications
must be investigated. The more stringent provisions for beams under
,uniform moment are intended to guard against the possibility of yield-
ing along the entire length due to a moment gradient that is less than
but approache,s '1.0. C,urrently, it is recommended that the uniform mo-
ment rules apply to those members having a moment gradient ~ 0.7. (41)
It is possible that a span having a moment gradient between 0.7 and
1.0 might be required to deliver a rotation greater than the '0.5 0 L
P
which is regarded as the limit for beams subjected to uniform moment.
Four tests have been performed under high moment ratios
(0) 0.7).(27,70) Th . d f h l' d'J epert~nent 'ata or t ese tests are ~ste ~n
Table 4.1. It is obvious from the results of Table 4.1 that the beams
as tested (with elastic adjacent spans) had more than adequate rota-
tion capacity. For their respective materials, the beams were of near
I
I
I
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compact proportions.
The -results of a se~ies of tests performed on A44l beams sub-
jected to uniform moment are shown in Fig. 4.4. It is presently rec-
ommended that such beams. be -limited to L/r =28 yet even at L/r 40yy
a rotation capacity of 2.9 is obtained. This would correspond toa
hinge angle of 1. 50L,which is greater than t-hatrequired.p
Equation 4.1 could be modified to yield the bracing spacing
required to sustain a more reasonable amount of rotation capacity •. If
must be approximately 45r and 40r for the two steels to obtain thisy y
. . (29, 71) Th· d . b . 1rotat~on capac~ty. . ~s ~screpancy etween exper~menta re-
(26) .
-sultsand theory for the 'slender members has been previously noted.
If Eq. A.lis adjusted to account for this discrepancy the bracing
spacing can be obtained by:
I
I
L
r y
=
K /e
.. y
n
E
E
'st
(4.5 )
I
I
I
I
The bracing spacings which would result from the ,use of Eq.
4.5 are listed in Tab le4~ 2 for various cases. This table also lists
,t-he ,values of experimentally de,termined rotation capacities for all
cases where ,results were available.
I
I
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E.ven with the liberalization of the bracing spacing require-
ment, the delivered rotation capacities ~re in excess of those theore-
tically required. (67,68,69)
4.2 BEAMS UNDER MOMENT GRADIENT
In contrast to the vast amount of research performed on beams
-under uniform moment there has been surprisingly little work done on
beams under moment gradient. The useful results primarily consist of
one-set of experiments on A7 beams and three-tests on A44l steel mem-
bers. (29,70)
The_behavior of the beam-under moment gradient differs from
that of the beam subjected to uniform moment. (25) A typical M-Qcurve
taken from a test on a simply supported A44l steel member is shown in
Fig.• 4.5. (29) The .re-sponse -of the member is at first elastic, and
when yielding starts ,the yielded zone ,is restricted toa relatively
small area under the load point. As ,the member continues to deform
the yielded zone-spreads along the length of the beam. At the -same
time, the moment rises above M due -to the presence -of strain-harden-
. p
Lng,. The process described above continues until the y~elded zone
reaches a len.gth sufficient to cause -local buckling. This is shown
as -Load No,. 19 in Fig. 4.5. The ,cross :section now is no . longer sym-
metrical and larger lateral movements ofthe·compression flange can
occur. The applied load drops off gradually.
I
I
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For the.beam under moment gradient the behavior described
. above is the best that can be expected. For exceptionally long mem-
bers, lateral buckling could occur without prior local buckling. The
.specifications :forbracingspacing in thecaseofa beam under moment
d · f 1 d d' h 'b'l' (41)gra .1;ent are· ormu ate to guar aga1;nst S,uc a pOSS1; 1; 1;ty.
The optimum situation, as in the case of the beam under uni-
. form moment , would be to space the bracing so that local buckling
would occur at the same rotation as would lateral buckling of the un-
braced span. This approach has been used to formulate the 'equation
for bracing. spacing which follows. (72)
I
I
LO.7 TT
=
r y G'- (4.6)
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Equation 4~6 results in a critical bracing spacing of 65ry
for A36 members and 55r for A44l members. It should be noted·thaty
neither m()ment gradient nor effective length appear in Eq. 4.6. The
neglect of these ·factors is conservative~ In order to guard against
the 'possibility of the member yielding along its entire length and
behaving as abeam under uniform moment, .theuseof Eq. 4.6 is re-
stricted to those beams having a moment ratio less than 0.7.(41)
For beams under moment gradient, the bracing spac·ings given
by Eq •.4.6 require .thatthemember deliver the optimum rotation
capacity. No attemptqasbeenmade to match the required rotations
with those delivered.
Any liberalization of the bracing spacing requirements must
I
I
I
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wait until:
(1) Additional computations are available to determine the
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hinge rotations required for beams under various moment
gradients.
(2) Tes.tsare performed on slender beams under various mo-
ment gradients and restraint conditions to define experi-
mentally the rotation at which local and lateral buckling
occur simultaneously.
(3) The response of the member once unloading begins .can be
predicted analytically.
Until the above points have been resolved, the bracing spacing
required byEq. 4.6 will ensure that local buckling will terminate the
rotation capacity. This is the·best that can be expected and thus
Eq. 4.6 is recommended for use •
4.3 IN-PLANE BEHAVIOR OF BEAM-COLUMNS
The determination of the in-plane response of beam-columns
has been a prime objective of researchers in the field of plastic de-
sign during the past twenty years. (52) Themoment-curvature-thrust
(M-0-P) relationships for wide-flange sections are difficult to ex-
press in closed form, particularly if the influence ·of residual stress
cedure uses availableM-0-P relationships which account for the residual
possible to predict the ultimate load ofa beam-column. (64) The pro-
I
I
I
. . 1 d d· (33):~s ~nc u e • By the use of numerical integration it is presently
stress distribution and the gradual yielding of the cross section. (73)
I
I
I
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The design procedure· for beam-columns assumes that the member
is subjected to either equal end moments, equal and opposite end mo-
ments, or one end moment only. (58) Curves have been fitted to the re-
suLts of the ultimate strength computations described above for these
three cases. For.a given axial load and slenderness ratio the ultimate
strength of the member may be computed. (64)
A more general graphical procedure -is also available for deter-
mining the -complete response of the member. (74) Charts based on these
concepts are available for .design use. (75) The design charts are based
on the assumption of an elastic-perfectly plastic material having
characteristics typical of A36 steeL The strain-hardening range is
_ignored, the yield stress taken as :36 ksi and the value of the maxi-
mum compressive residual s.tress, which occurs at the flange -tips, set
at 0.3 0" •
Y
The design charts are entered for given values of pip andy
L/r. The response of the member, as characterized by its complete
x
end-moment versus end-rotation (M-Q) relationship, may be read off the
appropriate chart. It has been shown that to use the charts ·for mater-
ialshaving a yield stress level, (J , other than 36 ksi, the designy
charts must be entered with the actual value of PIP on the member but
- . - Y
(65)
with an equivalent-length (L/r) ,given by:
x eq.
I
I
I
~~
r ~3t
x
(4.7)
I
I
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:may be used directly, however, the rotations of the actual column are
For the 'equivalent length as computed byEq.4 •.7 the end moments,in
(4.8)K'Q= Qeq J3i
terms of M/M, which correspond to various end rotations of the equi-pc
The end-moments
given by:
valent column, ·Qeq' may be picked off the charts.
I
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Beam-columns of A441 .stee1 have been tested and the response
obtained for one such test (HT-39) .is plotted in Fig. 4.6. (76.) The curve
labelled theory in Fig. ~.6 is that obtained from the ·extrapo1ation pro-
I cedure -for A36 members.' It c'anbe ,seen that the correlation betweentheory and experiment is satisfactory. The'larger differences in the
I unloading portion of _the curves is due primarily to the neglect of un-
I
loading in the theoretical prediction. This will be discussed in a
-later section.
I The extrapolation procedure results in an exactso1ut-ion (with-
I
I
I
in the limits of the assumptions) provided· that the maximum residual
stress values, ala ,arethe 'same for both materials. It appears,
rc y
however, that the residual stress level is independent of the yield
stress for the structural stee1s.(29) On this basis the response
predicted.by the extrapolation procedure for higher strength steels
I
I
I
is conservative.
Figure 4. 7 shows the response of an A441 beam,.. column'. The
solid curve represents :theresponsepredicted. by a direct numerical
integration procedure. (8) This procedure is able to account for the
I
I
I
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reduced level of residual stres'sin the column, 0.17 a. The columny
. is .sub jected to an axia'l load of O.6P .and equal end moments which de-y
form the member in asymmetrical, single ·curvature mode. The yield
stress of the material is 50ksi and the length is 40r.
x
The dashed line ·in Fig. 4.• 7 represents the 'responsepredicted
by the 'extrapolation procedure. This procedure ·a1so ·utilizes the
properties listed above .butassumes the residual stre'ssleve1 to be
O.3a , .as would be the case for A36steeL The -larger residualy
stress level implies a -larger curvature ·atany given end moment value.
The integrated effect of the increase -in curvature is to produce a
larger end rotation for the given moment, .onceyie1ding is initiated
in ·the member. This causes the extrapolated curve to -sp.read relative
to ·the ·true'response, ,in the inelastic range.
These greater deformationsare·in turn acted .upon by the
axial load on the member· to produce ·addi-tiona1 moments. This in-
f1uence-serve's to ·reducethe maximum applied end moment which the mem.,.
ber can support. The difference between the maximum moment predicted
by direct integration and that predicted by the extrapolation proce-
dureis :approximate1y 8%. The extrapolation procedure results in a
conservative estimate of the maximum end moment that can be supported
by the member and a fairly good approximation to the response curve.
It seemsreasonab1etoapp1y this :procedure ·for yield stress levels up
to 50ksi rather than producing.separatesets of charts.
It should be noted that the procedures for computing the re-
sponse of the member neglect the influence of the unloading of portions
I
I
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of the member due to the unloading of the applied moment. It has been
shown that the neglect of this influence is conservative but not unduly
. so. (65) However, iffora member, PIPy ~ 1- (\c/C:Jy ' parts of the
cross section will yield :uJ;lder the initial application of the ,axial
load and will then unload as the bending moment 'is applied. This has
been accounted for by modifying the M-0-P relationship. The design
charts for Pip> 0 •.7 have included this effect. (75)y
It 'should be ·emphasizedthat there'Sponse of the beam-column
under high axia 1 loads (PiP ~ 1 - <J / <J ) may be,comp lete ly different
. y . rc y
from that under the moderate ·axial Loads which have been considered
typical. (16) For the higher axial loads and the lower slendernes:s
ratios which are,naturally.associatedwith them, the influence of
strain... hardening should play an important part in the response. In
addition, .the 'role of unloading., both in the M-0-P reLationship and
in the beam-coLumn action must be 'accounted for to obtain a rational
prediction of the behavior. It i,sin this range ·of low slenderness
and high axial load ratios that previousinvest'igators have stopped;
believing that to go further would be-impracticaL Asa final point
it shou'ld be emphasized that test results on these members 'are virtually
. (16)non-ex~s'tant. '.
Although the influences discussed above are significant, the
neglect of these effects is conservative in all cases. Thus it is
recommended that the procedures used for beam-coLumns under moderate
'axial loads aLso be .used for those ·under the higher axial loads.
critical end moment -is sensitive to variations in the cross-sectional
this behavior will indeed occur, special precautions must be taken to
preclude premature local or lateral-torsional buckling.
no solutions have been attempted.
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is possible but due to the tedious nature of the computations involved,
However, it would be logical in a plastically designed struc-
ture to brace the .beam,.columnto deliver its optimum rotation capacity.
It is present ly proposed that the rules used for spacing .the
bracing of beams be applied to beam-columns. This results in an
properties and as yet the 'solutions are not in a form suitable for
design use. (79)
Sol~tions have been developed which 'will predict the end mo-
mentat which lateral torsional buckling wi 11 occur • (77 ,78 ) This
In a plas,tically designed structure, the beam-column must not
only attain the maximum moment predicted on anin~planebasis, but on
further deformation must continue to follow the in-plane response.
For an opt-imumcondition, the member would deform along thein-plane
path until a sufficient length had yielded fora local buckle to form~
297.19
If this procedurewere·followed the attainment of the maximum end-
moment would be automatically ensured. The solution to this problem
(that of the determination of the rotation capacity of beam-columns)
In the previous :section the in-plane behavior of beam-columns
was discussed. ,Since design rules are -formulated on the premise that
4.4 LIMITATIONS ON THEIN-PLANE BEHAVIOR OF BEAM-COLUMNS
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acceptable design rule although it will be conservative since the extent
of yielding in abeam-column will be -less than that in a properly braced
beam. Since there ,is a possibility that the beam-column will yield
under the application of axial load, it is recommended that the -rules
-for a beam under uniform moment be applied if
1 -
h Jey
p r 11
~ x (4.9)p
y h Je1 +- Y
r 11
x
even though the beam-column maybe subjected to a moment gradient. (72)
The ,influence of lateral torsional buckling on the response of
a beam-column is shown in Fig. 4.8. (76) The member is very similar to
that shown in Fig. 4.6. The only difference between the two is that
the member shown in Fig. 4.8 is unbraced. The experimental response
follows that predicted by an in,-p1anetheory up to the critical end
moment. At -this point -large lateral-torsional deformations were ob-
served and the applied end moment drops off rapid 1y • The member is
obviously not suitable for a plastically designed structure.
Provided that the -column is properly braced, it is expected
that thein~p1ane response will be maintained up to the point of local
buckling. Fora beam, Local buckling is assumed to occur as soon as
the strain over a sufficient area of the member has attained the -strain,-
. ,(25 26)hardening stra~n. 'This,approach will a1so,be valid for beam-
columns,. An attempt has been made to compute the termination point of
the in,-p1ane response by searching for the end rotation at which a strain
I
I
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equal to that at the onset of strain-hardening will be attained over
the optimum local buckling length. (80) Since the response of the beam-
give, at best, only a rough approximation to the local strain condition
column is based on an elastic-perfectly plastic material the method can
in the areas which are prone to local buckling. Experiments on beam-
columns have not confirmed the predicted results. (76) As an example
on A441 column having pip = 0.6 and L/r = 40 will be considered. The
. y x
member is a 6WF25 section and was tested recently as part of a sub-
The results will be discussed in detail in the followingassemblage.I
I
I
I
I chapter.
I
I
The experimental M-Q curve is given in Fig. 4.9. In this
figure the dashed lines represent the theoretical prediction based on
an elastic-plastic stress-strain diagram. The actual stress-strain
I
curve for the column cross section would include the influence of
strain~hardening. The moment-curvature-thrust relationship, allowing
I
I
for the residual stress distribution, and corresponding to the actual
stress-strain diagram has been computed. This has been obtained by
subdividing the cross section into elements and numerically integrat-
I
ing the forces acting on those elements to give the thrust and moment
corresponding to a given curvature. The inclusion of the influence
I
I
of strain-hardening was accomplished by fitting the parabolic curve
used in Chapter 2, to that portion of the 0 - € curve.
The consideration of strain-hardening does not influence the
I
I
in-plane behavior of the column in the early stages of loading. The
curve of end moment versus end rotation (M-Q) is shown in Fig. 4.9.
The strains in the material do not enter the strain-hardening range
I
ascertained. This shows that at a rotation of 0.035 radians an area
dians. For rotations greater than this, strain-hardening increases
for such an investigation as illustrated above. However, with the use of
the strain-hardening range, the answer to these discrepancies may be
-100
this optimum capacity is assumed to be -adequate.
compact sections and bracing rules as specified for beams, the optimum
capacity will be supplied. Since information to the contrary is lacking,
Thus at present no suitable method exists to determine theter-
mination point for in-plane behavior. The analytical tools are available
approximately 6 inches in length had been fully strain-hardened, less
than half that required to produce a local buckle.
until the end rotation has reached a value of approximately 0.024 ra-
By considering the actual properties of the material, including
the strength of the member above that predicted,by using the e1astic-
plastic assumption.
The use of an M-0-p relationship which includes the influence
of strain.-hardening enables a rational prediction of the onset of flange
buckling to be made. According to the response predicted for an e1astic-
perfectly plastic material, ata rotation of 0 •.035 radians a strain equal
to that at which strain-hardening occurs, est' would have progressed to
a point approximately 8 inches on either side of the mid-height of the
column. (80) Since the flange bit ratio of the column is 14.0 this
should have caused flange local buckling. Detailed measurements of the
flange movements during the test showed a negligible amount of movement
and Fig. 4.10, which shows the column after test, shows no evidence of
loca 1 buckling.
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4.5 AXIALLY LOADED COLUMNS
The problem of compression members subjected to axial load has
b . . f' .. (81) R t t d' heen a major tOp1C 0 1nvest1gat1on.· ecen s U 1es ave concen~
trated on determining the influence of the residual stress distribut-ion
on the column strength. (32)
At the present time column strength is specified as that given
by the Euler formula for ~lasticbuckling:
I
p
.cr
-- =p
y
E
ay
(4.10)
I
I
I
I
Equation 4.10 should apply up to P Ip = 1.0. However, resi-
cr y
dual stresses acting on the -cross section, cause yielding to occur be-
low this load, thus reducing the -stiffness of the member.
The Column Research Council! has proposed an equation which is
based on a rational consideration of the residual stress e·ffectfor
both strong and weak axis buckling. (52) From this point of view it is
a compromise but it has been checked against the 'resultsof experiments
on rolled shapes and has proven satisfactory. The equation is given in
a modified· form by:
dent on the boundary conditions at the ends of the member.
In Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11, K is the effective length factor which is depen-
I
I
I
P
cr
P
-y
a
1 _ J..
E
1
24TT
(4.11)
I
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The column strength is defined over the complet~rangeofslen-
-derness ratios as the lower of the values given by Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11.
I
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4.6 CONNECTIONS
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A complete specification must provide safe guides for the de~
sign of connections as the elements which link together one or more
members. In a rigidly jointed frame the connections must ensure that
the rotations of all members meeting at the joint are compatible
throughout the complete range of deformation required'. The ·connection
must have sufficient strength and rigidity to resist the applied forces
without contributing excessively to the deformation of the structure.
The following discussion is restricted to square corner and
beam-to-column connections. In this type of connection the basic re-
quirements for proportioning the connection are ,based on principles of
Since the tests used as the basis for these provisions were
and tensile distortion of the flanges are basically empirical. (83)I
.1
.l.b. (82)equ~ ,~ r~um. However, the requirements dealing with web crippling
I
I
I
I
I
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performed on low carbon steel connections there is little basis for
extending the results to the low alloy steels.
An extensive program of investigation into the behavior of
low carbon and low alloy steel connections has been proposed at Lehigh
University. The completion of specifications for plastic design in
high strength steels will have to wait for the results of this inves-
tigation.
members. More work remains to be done in connection with the termina-
4.8 SUMMARY
ing situations has not been satisfactorily described.
These are ·ina form suitable for design use.
-103
The specifications relating to axially loaded columns are ina
form suitable for design use. The main barrier to formulating complete
specifications for low alloy steels is the lack of experimental know-
ledge on the behavior of connections.
The bases for the specifications relating to the design of
sign rules formulated for beams will assure in-plane behavior of these
The in-plane behavior of beam-columns has been presented. Tools
are available for the design of these members and together with the de-
tion of in-plane behavior due to local or lateral torsional buckling.
The load-deformation behavior of the beam-column under biaxial bend-
beams under uniform moment and moment gradient have been described.
this area. It is hoped that this will account for the influence of
strain-hardening on the behavior as the two influences act together.
Another outstanding problem is the influence of shear on the
behavior of members. (1) An investigation has also been proposed in
4.7 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
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5.1 STRUCTURAL ACTION
can be used Yiith confidence, however, it must be shown that structures
tureinto units, or subassemblages, which are analytically simple, yet
with the structure ·as a whole, it is .convenient to subdivide thestruc-
-104
BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURAL SUBASSEMBLAGES5.
297.19
In. the preceeding chapters the characteristics of the low alloy
steels have been discussed. It has been shown that the plastic design
of low alloy steel members presents no unusual difficulties provided
that proper allowance is made ·for the increased strength and decreased
strain-hardening modulus of the material. Before the low alloy steels
Structural frames can be divided into two groups. The braced
frames are those in which the relative lateral translation of any two
vertically adjacent beam-to-column joints is negligible. Theunbraced
frame is characterized by the additional complexities introduced by
consideration of the relative joint translation. Instead of dealing
fabricated of these steels behave in a satisfactory manner. It is
the purpose of this chapter to present such evidence and to discuss
the factors involved in the behavior of these structures. It will be
retain at least some of the characteristics inherent in the complete
'Struct'ure. (86)
shown that the behavior of structures fabricated from the low alloy
steels may be predicted by the methods which have .been used success-
fully for ·low carbon steel structures.
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5 .2 BEHAVIOR OF A BRACED HYBRID SUBASSEMBLAGE
ing section.
5.2.1 Test Subassemblage
For testing ·simplicity the 'subassemblage is modified. The -re-
straining beams are not loaded and the restraintsprovided·by the
columns above and below the -column of interest are eliminated. (90)
-105
The hybridsubassemblage is shown in Fig. 5. LIn this figure
R represents the reactions atthepinnecl ends of the restraining beams.
The column height, measured between the centers of the. restraining beams
is denoted by, h, and the span of the beams L.. The force, F, is ap-
plied through a stub beam of length, e.
Design methods based on the subassemblageconcept have been
proposed for unbraced frames bu t only one frame which might be con-
sidered a subassemblage .has been tested. (40,89) This test was performed
on a single-story, single-bay, hybrid frame.. The beam was of low car-
bon steel while the columns were of low alloy steeL The behavior of
this frame will also be discussed.
Methods for the design of braced frames using the subassemblage
concept have been presented and tests have been performed on subas:sem-
blages of low carbon steeL (87,88) A test has recently been performed
on a subassemblageconsisting ofa low-alloy beam-column restrained
by low carbon steel beams. This test will be discussed in the follow-
297.19
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The beams were butt welded to the column flanges, forming
rigid joints. A diagonal stiffener was used to reinforce the connec-
tion as shown in Fig. 5.L The connection was designed to transfer
the moment,shear and axial thrust and to take into accountthedif-
ference in strength between the beam and the column. (82) The moment
was applied through a stub beam which was also framed rigidly into
the column. This stub was nota part of the test specimen and re-
mained elastic throughout the test.
The restraining beams were l2B16.5 sections of A36 steel and
had been cold straightened by rotarizing. The physical properties
of the .beam sections as .determined by measurement are shown in Table
5.1. In Table 5.1, d, b, t, ware dimensions of the cross section as
shown in the inset andL/d is the span to depth ratio. The value of
the full plastic moment, M , was computed from the results of ten-p
sion tests on specimens taken from the unused portions of the member.
The material properties obtained from these tension tests are
summarized in Table 5.2. This table shows the location of the speci-
men in the cross section and gives values for the static yield stress,
cry' the yield strain, ey = cry/E and the ultimate stress, cr ult ' The
value of E has been taken as 29,500 kSi.(36) Table 5.2 also gives
the strain at the onset of strain-hardening, e ,the strain-harden-
st
ing modulus, E ,and the percent elongation at fracture. The measured
st
residual strain distribution is shown in the inset to Table 5.2.
The cold straightening process has a decided effect on the
material properties as discussed in Chapter 2. This is evidenced
I
I
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first of all by the residual stress distribution which is typical of
that obtained by adding the residual strains due to the rolling pro-
cess to those caused by cold bending the section about its weak axis.
More important, however, is the effect on material properties . .The
tests performed on specimens cut from the flanges exhibited an al-
most bilinear behavior with a very low strain-hardening modulus. The
res.ults on the web specimens are typical of those on virgin structural
steel.
The beam-column wasa6WF25 section of A44l steel. The physi-
cal properties of the member are given in Table 5.1. In this table,
L/r is the 'Strong axis slenderness ratio of the column and M is the
x pc
plastic moment value -reduced to account for the axial load on the
member. The material properties and residual strain distribution
are given in Table 5.2. This section was straightened by gagging and
the material properties are more -typical of those expected for this
type of material. (29)
5.2.2 -Test Procedure
The procedure for testing restrained columns has been presented
previously. (90) Only enough of the method will be given for complete-
ness.
A photograph of the-subassemblage in the testing machine is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The axial load is applied to the beam-column
through the upper head of the testing machine. In this test the axial
load in the column was held constant at 0.6 P ,whereP is the yieldy' y .
I
I
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load of the column. (P; = Ao) The column is supported at the thirdy y
points by two sets of articulated braces which allow in-plane movement
but prevent lateral movement.
The horizontal restraining beams are rigidly connected to the
ends of the column and the reactions at the unconnected ends of the
beams are resisted by pins fitting into holes in the braced tower
which can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The beams are braced laterally at the
third points by knife edge arrangements.
From Fig. 5. 1 it can be seen that the axial .force in the co lumn
is made up of the direct force applied by the testing machine, P, the
jack .force, F, and the .beam reaction, R. To simulate the 'situation
exis.ting in the lower stories of a multi-story frame the test was per-
formed with the axial load held constant. Thus at each increment of
load or deformation the direct force, P, was adjusted so that the total
axial force in the column remained at 0.6 P •
Y
Once the axial load has heen applied, the .beam-to-column joints
are rotated by applying the jack force to the stub beams. The column
is forced into a symmetrical, single curvature mode of deformation.
In the early s.tagesof loading this joint rotation is accompanied by
an increase in applied moment; after unloading of the subassemblage
begins an increase in joint rotation is accompanied by a decrease in
the applied moment. In the test, thesubassemblage was deformed well
into the unloading range.
At each increment of rotation the direct axial load was re-
corded from the console of the hydraulic testing machine •. The jack
Sincethesubassemblage isa rigid frame it may suffer initial
moments due to the erection procedure. (90) In particular, the pinned
ends of the restraining beam may not be the required distance apart.
Forcing the frame into the testing apparatus may induce moments in the
load was computed from the oil pressure readings in the line and
checked by strain meas.urements on the dynamometer. The dynamometer
can be seen in Fig. 5.2 and is .connected in series with the jack.
The applied end moment is then the product of the jack load and the
stub beam length (shown as 30 inches in Fig. 5.1). Strain readings
were recorded during the test at the beam third points. These -strains
were in the elastic range throughout the test and could be used to
compute the reactions at the pinned end of the beams and the portion
of the applied moment ·which was resisted by the restraining .beams.
At each increment of load or joint rotation the joint rota-
tions were measured by level bars. In addition the overall contrac-
tion of the column was measured as well as the mid-span deflection of
the restraining beams. The column was instrumented with SR-4 Type A
strain gages at points adjacent to the beam-to-column connections.
These locations remained elastic during the test and the strain read-
ingsin addition to the knowledge of axial load and joint rotation
could be used to compute the portion of the applied moment which was
resisted by the column. The mid-height column deflection in the plane
of the applied moments was measured as well as the out-of-plane deflec-
tions at this point. To check £or the occurrence of local buckling
in the column, the flange deformations were observed at three loca-
tions in the mid-height vicinity.
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The te'stcan best be described with reference to the moment
5.2.3 .Test Results
subassemblage which are 'significant. The erection stresses were ~com-
puted from strain measurements and found to be negligible (less than
1 percent of the capacity of the members).
-110297.19
the 'sum of the,column resisting moment plus the beam resisting moment
at that same value of rotation Q. The moments plotted as the ,closed
points in Fig. 5.3 represent the total resisting moment of the 'sub-
assemblage as computed from the measured strains in the beams and
rotat,ion curve of Fig. ,5.3. In Fig,. 5.3 and other curves which present
the 'results of this test the numbers adjacent to the curve represent
stages at which data was taken during the test. Load numbers 1 through
7 refer to the stages used to apply the initial axial load. The
dashed curve represents the predicted response. (75) The moments
plotted as :the open points represent the tota'l applied moment as deter-
mined from the jack load. Compatibility at the joints ens,ures that the
end rotation of the restraining beam is equal to that of the 'column.
The applied moment is resisted partly by the column and partly by the
beam. Equilibrium requires that the 'applied moment be equal to the sum
of the end resisting moments developed in the beam and column. Thus
at any value of the joint rotation Q,the -applied moment 'is equal to
The momentsdeve loped during the ini t ia lapp lication of the
axial load were also computed and found to be negligible (for example
·lessthan2 percent of the column capacity).
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column. The -applied and resisting moments balance within 4 percent.
The rotations plotted are the average of those measured at the top and
bottom joints; the resisting moments are also averaged values. The
·agreement between the two is remarkably good. The so lid line represent-
ing the experimental response is drawn as an average of the two.
In Fig. 5.4 the experimental M-Qcurve for the beam is given by
the so lid lines joining the test points while the prediction as obtain-
ed from an elastic-plastic analysis is given by the dashed lines. For
load numbers :23 to 26 the influence of strain.-hardening increases the
beam strength above that predicted on the basis of an elastic-perfectly
plastic stress-strain relationship. Local buckling of the compression
flange of the beams was observed visually and occurred between load
numbers -22 and-23. The beams exhibited more than adequate post -local
buckling strength as the resisting moment increased beyond this point.
The moment plotted in Fig. 5.4 is the end moment at the inter-
section of the beam and column center lines. The connection at this
point has sufficient strength to force the beam to hinge at a point
away from the connect-ion, in this case 9 inches from the face of the
column. Previous studies have shown that the connection constrains
the adjacent regions of .the framing members so that they behave e1as-
11 b h 1 1d . (16,40,88)tica y at stresses a ovet e nomina yie po~nt. In pre-
vioustests on subassemb1ages of A36 steel the beam hinges formed at
locations d removed from the face of the column (d is the depth of the
beam). Thus the positions of the beam hinges were partially anticipated .
.In the elastic-plastic prediction shown by the dashed line in
Fig. 5.4 this shift of hinge (12 inches from center of joint) has been
I
I
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accounted for. After the hinge forms the member is assumed to rotate
with no increase in moment. Actually the strain-hardening character-
isticsof the beam force the moment at the center of the joint to in-
crease as the yielded length spreads along the beam. The average ma-
teria1properties for the flange as given in Table 2 are e: = 13 e: ,
.' st Y
E = E/83. If the section is assumed to have a shape factor of unity
,st
the end moment and the end rotation can be computed from the resulting
bending moment and curvature distributions including the influence ·of
strain-hardening. (25) The resulting curve is plotted in Fig. 5.4 as
the broken line.
The unloading of a beam under moment gradient is precipitated
by local buckling. For a compac.t section local buckling will occur
when a sufficient .length has yielded to allow the plate to buckle
locally at the minimum stress. This optimum length is 9.6 in. and
thus 'loca1 buckling should occur at a rotation of 0.024 radians, as
shown by the dashed arrow in Fig. 5.4. ·This assumes that the section
meets the definition of a compact section as used by Lay. (25)
Si~ce ~he beam section has been straightened by rotarizing,
the material properties have been altered. A method of accounting for
this is to use an effective modulus for the flange to 'account for the
reduction in stiffness. It has been shown that the modulus may be re-
duced by approximately one-third for a typical straightening process.
The current limitations for plastically designed structures limit the
bit value to 17 on the basis ·of E = 900 ksL Assuming a reducedst
value of E - 600 ksi, the compact section limit would be 13.9. The
st
section used had a bit = 14.4 which is very close to the limit. Local
~I
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buckling was observed at a rotation of approximately 0.020 radians as
shown by the full arrow in Fig. 5.4.
,
Local buckling is assumed to limit the rotation capacity of
the member. However, it can be seen from the plot in Fig.• 5.4 that
the strength of the member continues to rise even after local buckling.
The beam was braced at the third points so that the slenderness ratio,
L/r , between braces was approximately 19. According to Lay, thisy
bracing spacing is s.ufficiently close to delay the onset of lateral
buckling until further deformation has occurred. (25) Thus even though
the section is weakened. by local buckling, it can still accept an in-
creased load. At the end of the test the yielded length was almost
double that at the onset of local buckling, yet the beam showed no
signs of unloading.
It appears that beams which are .continuously braced along the
length of the compression flange will have a larger rotation capacity
than those which are not. Research is needed to determine the be-
havior of closely braced beams under moment gradient ·before this fac-
tor can be taken into account for design purposes.
The M-Qcurve for the column is shown in Fig. 5.S.In this
figure the dashed line showing the predicted response has been ob-
tained by direct numerical integration rather than by theextrapola-
tionprocedure outlined in Chapter 4. (8) In this manner the measured
cross section dimensions, residual stress distribution, and yield
strength presented in Table 5.2, were accounted for. The numerical
procedure uses :as input the elastic-plastic moment-curvature-thrust
Figure -5 .3comparest·heexperimental results obtained from the
test with those predicted by the theory. The experimental curves are
shown by the full lines, the theoretical curves by the dashed lines.
Thesubassemblageconnection after testing is shown in Fig. 5.6.
The local buckle in the compression flange of the beam can be seen in
this figure, and also the rather large extent of the yielded section
of the restraining beam. Note that there is no evidence of yielding
in the connection itself.
relationship. This neglects the influences of strain-hardening and
unloading and accounts for the somewhat conservative prediction of the
strength in the unloading range. In general, the ,theory adequately
predicts the response. The beam-column of the subassemblage is the
one used as an example in Chapter 4, thus the remarks concerning local
buckling and strain-hardening also apply to the behavior of the member
as part of a subas:semb lage.
During the test the out-of-plane deformations of the column
were negligible. Near the central portion of the·column the tension
flange was entirely elastic while the compression flange and the major
portion of the web exhibited considerable yielding. At the end of the
test there were no ,vis.ual signs of local buckling in this area. These
observationsare.born out by the measurements of the local flange
movements which show little change throughout the test. This behavior
is to be expected from a consideration of the influence of strain-
hardening on the response -as 'shown in Chapter 4.
-114
Summary of Test5.2.4
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The response for the beam has been idealized as elastic~strain-
.
hardening, using the measured material properties. The influence of
the shift in location of the hinge has been accounted for.
The response of the beam-column has been computed from the
elastic-plasticM-0-P relationship using a direct integration proce-
dure. The -influence of the measured residual strains was included,
however, the effects of strain-hardening and unloading were not in-
eluded.
It is concluded from this test that the behavior of a properly
designed subassemblagewhich contains low alloy steel members may be
predicted by methods which have been previously tested on subassem-
blages of low carbon steels. The beam-column in thesubassemblages
considered exhibited the expected strength and deformation capacities.
5.2.5 Previous Subassemblage Tests
Table 5.3 summarizes previous tests performed on subassemblages
of A36 materiaL In these -tests the purpose was to investigatere-
strained columns having relatively high slenderness ratios and low
axial load ratios. This was due to the then current interest in the
plastic design of low rigid frames. (I) In Table 5.3, G is the rela-
tivebeam-to-column stiffness (G= Ibh/IcL tvhileQ represents the
end rotation at which the various events occur. Of the tests performed,
only RC-6 with a slenderness ratio of 29.9 and an axial load ratio of
0.84 could be called representative of the situation which exists in a
multi_story frame. The axial load ratios range from 0.40 to 0.60 with
diction, more tests are needed to cover those cases of more practical
interest for braced multi-story frames.
In summary, although the present theory adequately predicts
the behavior of subassemb1ages of A36 steel and hybrid subassemb1ages,
the tests performed cover only those axial load values, restraint
conditions and slenderness ratios that are typical of low building
frames. Although the present theory results in a conservative pre-
In the design methods presently proposed it is required that
the beam reach its full plastic moment and rotate at or above this
value while the column continues to accept additional moment. (87)
Tests SC-8 and RC-10 are the only ones in which this condition is
fulfilled. Future tests should take into consideration practical
G values for subassemblages to attempt to cover the case in which
the beam hinges before the column attains its peak moment.
-116297.19
the above -noted exception of RG-6.
There exists a need for tests at slenderness ratios of 20, 25,
30, 35, and 40 with axial load ratios of from 0.75 to 0.95. It is in
this range that considerable elastic unloading of previously yielded
regions would occur on the application of the bending moment. This
has only recently been taken into account theoretically and experi-
mental verification is necessary. (75) In addition, slenderness ratios
of 20 to 40 lie within the range in which the strain-hardening charac-
teristics of the beam-column material would playa more significant
role. As these properties are not normally considered, it would be
valuable to examine this range experimentally.
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5.3 BEHAVIOR OF AN UNBRACED HYBRID SUBASSEMBLAGE
Recently a design method for unbraced frames has been developed
which is also based on the subassemblage concept. (89) The design sub-
assemblage is shown in Fig. 5.7 and is obtained by passing two horizon-
tal cuts through the building at the mid-height of two adjacent columns.
The subassemblage then consists of the girder plus the half-lengths of
the columns framing into it, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Since the cuts are
assumed to pass through points of inflection, the axial loads and shears
shown are the only forces acting on the subassemblage. In the design
process the design subassemblage is broken into Windward, interior and
leeward sway subassemblages as shown in Fig. 5.8(a), (b), (c), and (d),
each sway subassemblage consisting of a half-length of the column, re-
strained by one or more girders and subjected to the moments, shears
and axial forces shown. The response of each subassemblage may be de-
termined and the total response of the story determined by summing.the
. d' 'd 1 .(86,89)~n ~v~ ua responses.
Possibly because of its recent emergence as a design possi-
bility, no tests have .been performed on such structural steel sway
subassemblages. In fact, no full size tests have been performed on
frames under any appreciable axial load until very recently. (40,91)
The hybrid portal frame test reported in Ref. 40 could be
classified as a subassemblage. The test will be discussed in detail
in a separate report. Only a brief description of the procedure will
be given herein, along with additional background information.
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The frame is shown in Fig. 5.9. The columns were 5WF18.5 sec-
tions of A44l steel, rigidly connected to a 10125.4 beam of A36 mater-
ial. The behavior of the hybrid frame will be compared with a theory
which has been used to predict the behavior of low carbon steel struc-
tures. The pertinent dimensions of the·frame are shown in Fig. 5.9.
The bases Df the columns were essentially fixed.
The frame was subjected to vertical loads, W, of 20 kips, ap-
plied approximately at the quarter points of the beam, and column top
loads of 60 kips. The vertical loads were applied at the start of the
test and were held constant during the test. The axial load in each
column was initially 0.26 P. This simulates the loading in a story
. y
of a large frame subjected to vertical loads due to the dead and live
load on the frame and then to the action of wind. The vertical loads
were applied through gravity load simulators, which offered no re-
straint to the sway of the frame. The vertical loading system may be
seen in Fig. 5.10. The test frame is marked A, the simulator B. The
simulators deliver the load through tension jacks, C, attached to
spreader beams, G. The reactions from the simulators are taken by
the base beams, F, which are bolted to the structural floor.
The center spreader beam, G, is attached by short lugs to the
test frame, A, and delivers the quarter point loads. The outside
spreader beams, G, are attached to the vertical lugs, D, which run
to arms rigidly connected to a horizontal loading beam, E. This load-
ing beam reacts through pedestals over each column top and thus de-
livers the vertical column top loads.
I
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The test was performed by deforming the frame in a sidesway
mode by the application of a horizontal force, H, at the mid-depth of
the beam as shown in Fig. 5.9 •. The response of the frame as charac-
terized by the relationship between the horizontal force, H, and the
sway deformation, ~, is of interest. During .this response the verti-
cal loads are held constant.
The response of the frame has been predicted by a second order
elastic-plastic analysis. (90) The analysis is simply an elastic analy-
sis, which considers the·secondary moments due to the axial loads, and
is performed between points of hinge formation. The load-deformation
response is shown in Fig. 5.11. This analysis predicts a peak horizon-
tal load of 16.9 kips at a deflection of 2.8 inches. At this point,
plastic hinges have formed at the top and bottom of the leeward column,
at the base of the windward column and under the ·windward beam load.
The prediction makes allowances for the imperfect fixity of the base
plates as well as the strengthening influence of the connections. (40)
After the four hinges have formed, the elastic-plastic analy-
sis would predict that the ;frame behaves as a mechanism as shown by
the rigid plastic line shown in Fig. 5.11.
It has been observed in previous tests of simple frames that
strain-hardening will effectively increase the strength of the frame
b tht td 1 · l' b' (4,92,93) Oha ove· a expec e on an e ast1c-p ast1c aS1S. t er
. authors have attempted to account for this influence but their efforts
have been directed towards finding the increase in the load required
to form a mechanism usually by an analysis which considers compatibi-
lity in the frame. (4~94) Thus the method is tedious.
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In the subassemblage c9ncept of design for unbraced frames the
post-mechanism response is important as this region for one subassem~
blage may coincide with a loading region of an adjacent subassemblage
and thus contribute to the maximum story strength. (89) For this rea-
son, the inclusion of the influence of strain-hardening on the response
of the subassemblage should be investigated.
The influence of strain-hardening will be illustrated with
reference to the simple cantilever beam of Fig .. 5.l2(a). Under a
load, P, the bending moment distribution is shown in Fig. 5.l2(b) and
the corresponding curvature distribution in Fig. 5.l2(c). The load P
is greater than that producing M at the support. At this load, thep
cantilever does not deform indefinitely, as predicted by the elastic-
plastic theory, but continues to deform at an ever-increasing load,
due to the spread of the fully-yielded zone along the member. This
process continues until the yielded length is sufficient to cause
local flange buckling.
The hinge angle corresponding to any yielded length, 'TL, is
approximately equal to the area under the curvature diagram over the
yielded length, 'TL, minus the elastic rotation over this length. This
is shown as the shaded area in Fig. 5.l2(c). As discussed in Chapter
3, the hinge angle can be approximated with a fair degree of accuracy
(for the 'structural steels) by the shaded rectangle shown in Fig.
5.l2(d). Thus for any assumed yielded length, 'TL, the inelastic joint
rotation, QR' is given by:
I
I
(5.1)
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the moment at the support is,
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M.L/(L-TL) and the load, P, is given by:p
M
P = P
L - TL
(5.2)
I
I
I
I
Thus the load deformation response of the cantilever may be
constructed.
In a statically indeterminate structure the response is not as
easily obtained. However, in Chapter 2, the propped cantilever shown
in Fig. 2.9 has been analyzed and will be used for the purposes of
discussion. The relationship between the load and the bending moments
at the support and under the load point are shown in Fig. 5.13. AtI
I
P
P
0.89 P , the moment at the fixed support is equal to M. At
P P
1.01 P the moment at the load point reaches M. Thus the in-p p
I
I
I
I
I
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crease in the load causing a mechanism to form is approximately 1 per-
cent due to strain-hardening. In most portal frames this small in-
crease would seem to be expected, although in special types of struc-
tures a larger increase is possible. (49)
The reason for the very small increase in the mechanism load
can be seen in Fig. 5.13. For 0.89 P ~ P ~ 1.01 P the moment at thep p
support is increased above that predicted by the elastic-plastic theory
due to the presence of strain-hardening. On the other hand, due to the
-redistribution of stiffness in the structure, the moment at the load
point drops below that predicted by the elastic-plastic theory. In
Fig. 5.13 the dashed lines represent the'response predicted by the
elastic-plastic theory.
the mechanism and use the state of the frame at the formation of the
analysis, up to the point of mechanism formation. Theload-deflection
For the hybrid frame considered, the loading scheme and failure
mechanism are shown in Fig. 5.15. According to the rigid plastic
-122
Since the applied load is determined from the equation of equi-
The response-predicted by this process is shown as the dashed
line in Fig. 5.11. The difference between the response including
For a given increment in hinge angle the yielded length at the
hinge may be ,computed using ,Eq. 5.1 and the increased moment at each
by a more exact analysis ,is negligible. Thus it appears to be reason-
as shown in Fig. 5.l2(b). In this case the lengtlJ of the equivalent
hinge is then computed from the geometry of the bending moment diagram
assumption, the rotations at each of the hinges are shown in Fig. 5.15
mechanism for the starting point of the strain-hardening analysis.
297.19
simple cantilever will be the distance from the hinge to the point of
zero bending moment. (4) The applied force is then computed from the
equations of equilibrium for the deformed shape of the frame.
for an assumed post-mechanism sway angle, Jr. Thus for a given in-
crement in sway angle, df ' the inelastic hinge angles required to
maintain the mechanism motion may be computed.
tion the difference between the elastic-plastic curve and that predicted
libriuminvolving the two 'moments, the overall response 'of the structure
able to neglect the increase in load caused by strain-hardening before
relationship is shown in Fig. 5.14. Up to the point of mechanism -forma-
does not differ appreciably from that predicted by the elastic-plastic
I
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strain-hardening and the rigid plastic response is significant.
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The experimental response of the frame is compared with that
predicted by including the influence of strain-hardening in Fig. 5.16.
The agreement is excellent. The validity of the assumptions made in
the-analysis is illustrated with reference to the plot of Fig. 5.17.
.Thisfigureshowsthevariation in the moment at pointC, in the
.co1umn, as .the applied horizontal load, H, varies. The agreement
between measured and predicted responses is excellent. It should be
noted that the agreement at other hinge locations was not always this
good but that the maximum moment, and the shape of the response curve
agreed remarkably well with those predicted. (40)
It is .conc1uded from this test that the behavior of sway sub-
assemblages of low alloy or low carbon steel can be predicted with
confidence provided the pertinent factors involved are considered. It
is noted that those factors would be important in subassemb1ages of
low carbon or low alloy structural steels. In particular the plastic
hinges form in the low alloy columns were forced to undergo large in-
elastic rotations. These hinges behaved as predicted by consideration
of the in-plane theory.
5.4 FRAME BUCKLING
The problem of instability under vertical loading has not been
discussed. At present, research is underway at Lehigh University to
investigate the influence of this factor. When completed, the results
The resll1ts of two tests have been presented in this chapter.
The sllbassemb1ages tested each contained a beam-co1llmn of low alloy
steel restrained by low carbon steel beams. The resll1ts of tests on
sway and non-sway sllbassemb1ages were predicted llsing an analysis
which had been previolls1y tested on sllbassemb1ages of low carbon steel.
Since the sllbassemb1ages are considered to be representative portions
of fll11 scale frames, it i~ conc1llded that the behavior of sllch frames,
either of low carbon or low alloy steel, can beadeqllate1y predicted.
297.19
will be -applicable to the structllra1stee1s considered herein.
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5.5 SUMMARY
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The purpose of this dissertation is to summarize the present
state of knowledge for plastic design of low alloy steels and to point
out the additional research necessary before these steels can be used
with confidence.
The effect of the web restraint was used to delineate the dif-
ferences in local buckling action of the cross section under various
loading conditions. The contribution of the web restraint to the
strength of the flange plate is small. It was concluded that the
Provided the material has an adequate strain-hardening .modulus,
it was found that the behavior would be satisfactory and moment re-
distribution could take place in an indeterminate structure. The in-
fluence of the length of the inelastic plateau was found to be rela-
tively minor. It was concluded that the structural steels considered
had material characteristics that would facilitate the redistribution
of moments in an indeterminate structure.
It was shown that the rotary straightening process can reduce
the effective stiffness of the flange in the strain-hardening range.
The recent test results on rotarized sections were explained by con-
sidering the effects of this process. It was concluded that more re-
search needs to be performed both to obtain statistical information
on the process itself and to document its influence on structural be-
havior before definite recommendations can be made. This applies to
both low carbon and low alloy steels.
-125
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS6.
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presently used solutions for the buckling of the web plate underuni-
form strain are conservative and could probably be liberalized by con-
sidering the post buckling strength of the web plate. A test series
is proposed to investigate this problem.
A method is presented which relates the local buckling strength
of the flange to the rotation capacity required of the member. By con-
sidering this factor, present flange width to thickness limitations
could be liberalized in certain situations. The method looks parti-
cularly attractive for low alloy columns used in multi-story frames.
The presently proposed design rules for beams under uniform
moment and moment gradient were found to be satisfactory. The 'design
of beam-columns is also on sound footing. The problems of local buck-
ling and lateral torsional buckling of beam.,.columns require more re-
search effort as does the problem of biaxial bending. The design of
corner connections can be accomplished by modifying the presently used
procedures to account for the differing steel strengths that might be
The present solution for the ,web plate subjected to a strain
gradientwas'found to have little rational basis. A second test series
is proposed to investigate the influence of web slenderness on rotation
capacity. The test arrangement used for these series will be unique>in
that the cross section will be subjected to an axial load and applied
moment in such a manner that the progression of the yielded zone will
proceed in the same manner as in an actual beam-column. Thus the 'web
buckling capacity can be related directly to the rotation capacity of
the member.
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used. Connections subjected to axial load in addition to bendingmo-
ment require further research effort. The problems of shear and web
crippling require largescale investigations.
The·influence of strain-hardening has .beenincludedin the
response of the sUbassemblageby a simple yet rational method. The
background for the method is presented, and a brief comparison of
theory with the 'experimentally obtained response·is included.
It ~s concluded that plastic design of structures fabricated
from low alloy steels having yield stress levels up to 50 ksi is
feasible-and presents no unusual difficulties. The problems connected
with the plastic design of such structures have not been completely
solved. However, the problems 'which are still outstanding are those
It is concluded that the behavior of the braced subassemblage
containing either low carbon or high alloy steel members maybe de-
rived from a knowledge of the response of the component members. The
principles of equilibrium and compatibility are used to link the re-
sponses of the various members of the subassemblage. The agreement
with the predicted response is excellent.
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The .behavior of theunbraced hybrid subassemblage has been pre-
dictedby eheuse of a second order elastic plastic analysis. The
analysis accounts for the presence of axial load in the frame, both
with respect to the reduction in the flexural capacity of the columns
and with respect to the secondary moments produced in the structure.
The analysis also accounts for the increased strength in the area of
the·structural connections.
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At present (1966) it appears feasible to use low alloy steel
ingto those problems mentioned above must be adjusted ina conservative
members in low rigid frame structures as covered by the present speci-
fications. (58) Before these members can be used the restrictions relat-
manner. For multi-story building frames, the low alloy steel members
exhibit behavior which can be predicted with the same confidence as
that of corresponding low carbon steel members. Thus the use of the
.higherstrength steel should involve ·no unusual difficulties.
-128
which have not been solved completely for the·low carbon steels, even
after extensive use. This list would include web buckling, biaxial
bending, design of connections, web crippling, shear and frame.buck-
ling. In all of these areas major research efforts are in progress
orare·proposed.
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TABLE 2.1
.PROPERTIES OF MASSONNET'S TEST BEAMS
Test No. O! a ksi Z(in. 3)y
5 2.0 .39.8 2.58
6 2.0 29.8 2.58
13 2.0 64.4 2.52
14 2.0 64.4 .2.52
-130
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TABLE 2.2 ,MATERIAL CONDITION AT SIMPLE PLASTIC THEORY LOAD
·E:st E M ·E:max 1 1 QH TLs v
E: Est M € d € (L/d)2 0L LY P y y p
E1astic-
Plastic 1.000 0.1240 0.0416 0
1.0 45 1.062 3.80 0.1172 0.0221 0.0154
1.0 450 .1.025 12.06 0.1220 0.0338 0.0061
12.0 45 1.013 12.60 0.1232 0.0372 0.0033
12.0 450 1.011 17.03 0.1240 0.0376 0.0028
20.0 45 1.008 20.36 0.1236 0.0375 0.0020
20.0 450 .1.007 23.35 0.1236 0.0377 0.0019
I
t-'
UJ
t-'
TABU; .3.1
WEB BUCKLING PROGRAM
M:ate~ial A441
Test No. bit PIP d/wy
WB-1 14.0 0.40 60
WB-2 14.0 0.70 60
WB-3 14.0 0.80 60
WB-4 14.0 0.90 60
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TABLE 4.1
BEAMS UNDER HIGH MOMENT GRADIENT
Test L b Section Material QH
- L0pNo. r ty
LB6 0.706 38.5 16.9 10WF21 A7 (38) 4.6
LB7 0.912 28.8 16.9 10WF21 A7 (38) 8.9
LB8 0.980 28.8 16.9 10WF21 A7 (38) 10.4
HT-38 0.800 45.0 13.4 10WF25 A441 (52 ksi) 12.2
-133
Material Effective L (Eq. 4 •.?) Rotation CapacityLength Factor r From Experimenty
A36 0.54 44 6.5 (L/r = 45)y
0.80 30 4.5 (L/r = 30)y
TABLE 4.2
BRACING SPACING REQUIREMENTS
I
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A44l 0.54
0.80
32
22
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5.7 (L/r = 35)y
No Test Available
b d t w bit dl. h Lid Mp Mpc
Section w ~r.
IN. IN IN. IN - - IN-K IN-K
12 B 16.5 4.02 12.04 O~280 0.240 14.4 50.2
-
7.5 786 -
6YF25 6.12 6.25 0.438 0.300 14.0 20.8 45.4 .- - 420
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Table 5.1 Member Properties
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(Jy Ey Est Est (Jult Elono.
. Residual StressesSection Specimen No.
KSI KSI KSI 0/0 KSI
1 35.9 .0012 .021 425 59.6 30 A
2 35.8 .0012 .Oll 228
"
26 lY
3 38.7 .0013 .031 365 60.3 31 /
It'l
ui 4 39.5 .0013 .030 358 59.9 29 12
-
III 5 36.0 .0012 .012 424 60.1 30
C\I
- 6 35.9 .0012 .012 385 59.1 30
""-
1 2 ~
:JI: ~13
5 6
1 50.5 .0017 .016 655 76.5 22
2 50.3 .0017 .Oll 576 76.4 24
71:It'l 3 48.8 .0017 .016 644 75.9 24C\I~ 4 48.8 .0017 .016 629 75.4 22(I) 5 50.1 .0017 .017 635 76.6 23
6 50.0 .0017 .Oll 638 75.2 24
i~Not recorded
Table 5.2 Material Properties
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8. APPENDIX A
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8 • APPENDIX A EFFECT OF LARGE STRAINS
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It has been suggested that the criterion for applying plastic
design procedures to a material should be the materials susceptibility
to fracture. (21) For the structural steels, however, fracture of a
flexural member has never been observed under normal conditions. The
mode of failure for a braced member has always been that of local
buckling. It appears :thata proper criterion for the application of
plastic design procedures is the resistance of the matetial to local
buckling. (22)
To support this point of view, consider the member segment of
length, L, shown in Fig. A.l(a). It is subjected to a bending moment
distribution which varies fromM
o
at the left end to f M
o
at the right.
I
I In this figure j? is the moment ratio and is positive as shown. is
the structural steels. In the usual structural situation the yielded
length is bounded on one side by a load or reaction point and on the
be greater than M over a yielded length, TL. The corresponding curva-p
turedistributionis shown in Fig. A.l(b).forthe curve typical of
I
I
I
chosen so that 1.0 ~ f ~ - 1.0. The maximum moment M is assumed to
o
I
I
I
other by a stiff elastic portion, thus the local flange buckle must
take the shape-shown in Fig. A.l(c).
If the moment, M
o
' is increased to the point where fracture
occurs the value of the maximum stress, 00' is given by:
I
I
(8.1)
I
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In this analysis the value of Ehas been assumed constant up to the
. st
fracture strain and a shape factor of unity assumed for the cross
section.
The curvature distribution which would result from a more exact
analysis would not appreciably change the results obtained. Instead
of a distribution bounded by linear segments, smooth transition curves
would join the distribution over the yielded portions to that over the
elastic parts of the member.
At fracture the yielded length can be computed as:
sectional dimensions by:
yielded length can be related to the material properties and cross
Lay has developed an expression for the local buckling strength
of a flange 'which has a yielded length equal to the optimum. (27) This
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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TL =
(l-'p) (cry + E: )
EstE:ult -. st
A 4
TL 2TT E 21 w (~t)= ..2! 2304 AfG
.. 'St
where
A = wed - 2t)w
Af bt
G
st
2G
E1 +
4 (1 + u) Est
(8.2)
(8.3)
(8.4)
(8.5)
(8.6)
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G is the torsional rigidity in the inelastic range and hasst· .
been developed from a consideration of the yielding process for struc-
tural metals. (27) G is the elastic torsional rigidity and u.is Poisson's
ratio. In the above expressions d is the cross section depth, band t
are the flange width and thickness and w is the web thickness.
,I The flange width to thickness ratio necessary to prevent local
buckling until the optimum length has yielded is given by:
8.2 ~Solvings Eqs. and 8.3 for (wit) -x--G and substituting, stw
this result and, Eq. 8.6 into 8.7 the result'becomes:
I
I
I
I
I
I
fore local buckling.
compression flange occurs simultaneously with the' occurence of the
val ue, local buckling will occur before the tension flange fractures,
fracture strain in the tension flange. For bit ratios above this
(8.8)
2
2(~ + '"it - 'y ) (1 - fl
(€ult - €y)
Equation 8.8 gives the bit ratio at which local buckling of the
while if bit is less tha~that ~iven by Eq. 8.8 fracture will occur be-
I
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The most severe condition with respect to fracture is 'when
j? = -1.0. For this case and for practical ratios of blL, the limit-
ing value of bit is about 9 for the structural steels of the low car-
bon and low alloy groups. Thus, even under these assumptions, for the
majority of the wide flange shapes in present use member ductility is
limited not by fracture but by local buckling and it is on this problem
that effort should be concentrated. (58)
It should be remembered that in the analysis above Est has been
aS9umed constant up to fracture. For the structural steels E t is
·s
not constant but increases from its initial value at the onset ·of
strain-hardening to zero at the ultimate stress. It is not possible
to draw any definite conclusions as to the -effect of this variation
on .the failure mode. It should be noted that fracture under static
loading copditions and normal temperature has never been observed for
structural steel members. (16)
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Af
A
w
Area
Flange area
Web area
9. SYMBOLS
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D D
·x' Y
D D
xy' yx
E
E
st
G
G
st
I
I
w
K
L
M
M
o
M
P
Mpc
P
P
Y
R
W
z
Plate stiffness coefficients - direct stiffness
Plate stiffness coefficients - cross stiffness
Modulus of elasticity
Strain-hardening modulus
Shear modulus
Strain-hardening shear modulus
Moment of inertia
Warping moment of inertia
Effective~length
St. Venant's torsion £onstant
Length
Moment
Maximum·moment in span
Plastic moment
Plastic moment reduced for axial load
Axial load
Yie ld load (Acr )y
Rotation capacity
Load
Plastic modulus
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b
d
f
k
n
r r
x' y
t
u
v
w
e:y
p
cr
. y
(J
rc
9
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Breadth of section
Depth of section
Ratio of strain at ultimate stress to yield strain
Web spring constant
Number of half-wavelengths
Radius of gyration about strong and weak axes, respectively
Flange thickness
Lateral movement
In-plane movement
Web thickness
Proportionality constant
Axial deformation
Strain
Strain-hardening strain
Yield strain
Moment ratio
Stress
Yield stress
Maximum compressive residual stress
Yielded length
Curvature
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